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 Abbreviations 
 
ACTA   Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement 
AML   Anti-Monopoly Law 
AQSIQ General Administration of Quality Supervision, Inspection and 

Quarantine 
CCSA   China Communication Standards Association 
CENELEC  Comité Européen de Normalisation Électrotechnique 
CESI   China Electronics Standardisation Institute 
CNCA   Certification and Accreditation Administration of PRC 
EC   European Commission 
EPO   European Patent Office 
ESO   Europan Standardisation Organisation 
ESS   European Standardisation System 
ETSI   European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
EU   European Union 
EUCTP   European China Trade Project 
EU SME Centre European Small and Medium Sized Enterprise Centre 
FRAND   Fair, Reasonable, Non-Discriminatory 
ICT   Information and Communication Technologies 
IEC/TC   International Electrotechnical Commission/Technical Committee 
IEC/JTC International Electrotechnical Commission/Joint Technical 

Committee 
IPR   Intellectual Property Rights 
MIIT   Ministry of Industry and Information Technology 
MLP   National Medium- and Long-Term Program 
MOFCOM  Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China 
NDRC   National Development and Reform Commission 
NIPS   National IP Strategy 
NIS   National Innovation System 
NPE   Non-Practising Entities 
RF   Royalty Free 
SAC   Standardisation Administration of the People’s Republic of China 
SAIC   State Administration For Industry & Commerce 
SEP   Standard Essential Patent(s) 
SSB   Standard Setting Bodies 
SSO   Standard Setting Organisations 
TRIPS   Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 
WTO   World Trade Organisation 
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BACKGROUND 
 
In a world of proliferating technologies, standards are necessary to ensure interoperability between 
components and devices designed and manufactured by different entities. While many standards 
are technologically neutral, others incorporate patented or patent-pending technologies. This holds 
in particular for the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) industry (as well as for the 
automotive sector and a few other industries). Particularly in hi-tech markets, standards, if properly 
developed, play a positive role in the efficient diffusion of new technologies, benefitting both the 
consumer and the economy in general. When the choice of one technology over another is made in 
a transparent and fair way, potential restrictions on competition are generally outweighed by the 
economic benefits.  
 
Standards can be set in formal standard-setting organisations (SSOs) / standard-development 
organisations (SDOs), through formalised industry collaborations, by ad hoc agreements between 
firms or through sheer market power. Standards may also arise spontaneously outside any 
collaborative process as a result of a given technology’s success in a given market. 
 
In the context of standards involving intellectual property rights (IPR), three main groups of 
companies with different interests in standard-setting can be distinguished. First, there are 
upstream-only companies that solely develop and market technologies. Their only source of income 
are licensing revenues and they tray to maximise their royalties. Secondly, there are downstream-
only companies that solely manufacture products or offer services based on technologies developed 
by others; they do not hold any relevant IPR. Royalties represent a cost for them, not a source of 
revenue, and they aim to reduce or avoid royalties. Finally, there are vertically integrated companies 
that both develop technology and sell products. They have mixed incentives. On the one hand, they 
can draw licensing revenue from their IPR. On the other hand, they may have to pay royalties to 
other companies holding IPR essential to a standard incorporated into a product. They might 
therefore license their own essential IPR in exchange for essential IPR held by other companies. 
These different interests can lead to tensions. Policymakers and SSOs seek to strike a balance 
between these sometimes conflicting interests between stakeholders. 
 
In general, in Europe standard-setting results from voluntary cooperation between industry, 
academia, public authorities and other interested parties. There is no government intervention in 
standard-setting. In the view of the European Commission (EC), it is also not, and should not be, an 
antitrust agency’s role to interfere with the nature of the standard-setting process unless there are 
competition concerns, such as issues of collusion and exclusion by anti-competitive coordination or 
IPR related abuses. The role of the competition authorities in the latter is not to impose a specific 
IPR policy on standards bodies, but to indicate which elements may or may not be problematic. It is 
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then up to industry itself to choose which scheme best suits its needs within these parameters. 
Whilst the EC published guidelines on the competition law assessment of standardisation 
agreements, including IPR policies, these guidelines do not prescribe a particular policy. 
 
Interaction on matters of standardisation is an integral aspect of the EU-China relationship. IPR2, 
predecessor of IP Key, held two events to promote better understanding on standardisation between 
the EU and China (a Seminar on Standardisation and IPRs in September 2009, and a Study Tour on IP 
management in January 2010). These events introduced European practices to the Chinese 
authorities and contributed to a better understanding from industrial players, standards authorities 
and policy makers. According to IP Key stakeholders, further exchange on IP and standards between 
the EU and China can be beneficial.   
 

Activity Outline 
 
A one-day EU-China seminar was held in December 10th  2015 in Beijing, China. It was co-organised 
by the EU Delegation and MOFCOM and was supported by IP Key. Approximately 80-100 people 
attended, roughly half invited by the EU and the other half by MOFCOM. Attendees invited by the 
EU side included EU companies operating in China, members of EU industry associations, EC officials, 
EU Member State representatives and some members of academia and standard-setting bodies. 
Attendees invited by the Chinese side included Chinese companies, Chinese government officials and 
Chinese academics and other participants of MOFCOM.  
 
Speakers included high-level representatives from MOFCOM and a high-level EC official; a 
representative from the European Telecommunication Standard Institute (ETSI) and a representative 
from the Standardization Administration of China (SAC); at least one official from each competition-
related authority in the EC and China (namely DG Competition, NDRC, MOFCOM, and SAIC); several 
speakers (2-5 of each nationality) from EU and Chinese firms working in the ICT industry and/or 
advising clients on operating in the industry; 1 EU judge and at least 1 Chinese judge involved in court 
cases involving the intersection of IPR and standards; and a Chinese academic focusing on the 
intersection between IPR and standards and one EU academic also focusing on the area.  
 
The seminar was structured in a way to allow interaction with the audience. Time was dedicated to  
Q&A in each session, after all presentation had been held. Topics covered during the seminar in 
presentations and discussions are reflected in the different chapters of the report. 
 

Content of the Report 
 
This report provides a comparative analysis of the main regulatory and institutional approaches to 
IPR in standardisation in the EU and China; drawing on the content of the presentations at the Dec. 
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10th 2015 seminar and on other research in the particular area of patents and standards. It includes 
a brief section of past activities conducted by the EU and China on IPR in standards issues. 
 
The report is structured as follows: 
 
• Chapter 1: provides a short overview of past activities 
• Chapter 2: introduces the big picture of Innovation, IP, and Standards 
• Chapter 3: explains the IPR policies of Standard Setting Organisations 
• Chapter 4: presents the Government policies for IPR in standardisation 
• Chapter 5: provides court decisions involving IPR in standards 
• Chapter 6: describes some current trends 
• Annexe : Agenda EU-China seminar on IPR in Standardisation 
 

Summary and Main Observations 
 
Globalisation of markets, the fast pace of technology change and the convergence of technologies 
have contributed to the way on how patents and standards are used and have increasingly led to 
conflicts.1 In consequence, the balancing of private and public knowledge is a constant challenge for 
SSOs, government agencies2 and industry because any such conflicts may result in higher costs.3  
Particularly in telecommunications, the intensity of patenting and the development of standards 
have increased dramatically. 4 

 
Patent protection drives innovation by incentivizing investment in R&D, it allows the innovator to 
receive return on his investment by using the innovation himself or by licensing the patent to other 
companies. In contrast, standardisation drives innovation by establishing interoperability between 
products and by facilitating market adoption of innovative technologies.5 
 
Many SSOs notice this tension and seek to strike a balance between the conflicting interests (as 
illustrated in chapter 3). They have become forums for stakeholders to negotiate and compromise. 
In order to improve efficacy and to curb abuses, SSOs have developed rules for the disclosure of 
patents, licensing commitments, royalty recommendations on ‘fair, reasonable, and non-

1  Blind, K.; Thumm, N.; Bierhals, R.; Hossein, K.; Iversen, E.; van Reekum, R.; Rixius, B. (2002): Study on the Interaction 
between Standardisation and Intellectual Property Rights; Final Report to the DG Research of the European 
Commission (EC Contract No G6MA-CT-2000-02001), Karlsruhe, 2. 

2  Ibid. 
3  The China EU Information Technology Standards Research Partnership, Deliverable 3: Review of State of Art: China 

and EU, 14, at http://www.china-eu-standards.org/deliverables/index.htm, (last accessed August 13th 2013), 15. 
4  Blind, K., “Standardisation: a catalyst for innovation”; Inaugural address; 28 August 2009; Erasmus University 

Rotterdam, 21. 
5  Ibid. 
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discriminatory’ (FRAND) terms, etc. Meanwhile, governmental bodies like e.g. anti-monopoly 
agencies are also involved in preventing standard-related IPR abuses (see chapter 4 and chapter 5). 
 
When patent claims are asserted on a selected standard, any producers of a device compliant with 
the standard will need to take out a license from the IP holder. To an extent, some level of standard 
capture is unavoidable as a complex product such as a mobile handset implements a multitude of 
SEPs and non-SEPs embedded in underlying technical standards. In the seminar, industry, 
represented by Huawei and Philips (presentations can be found on the IP Key website,) have shown 
the difficulties they are facing in terms of defining the value of a patent or to ensure transparency in 
patent disclosure. 
 
For an efficient adoption of standards, SSOs’ requirement of FRAND commitment for SEPs aims to 
ameliorate problems created by fragmentation. It is an example of market oriented private ordering, 
as it provides governance structure over the use of SEPs, through the adoption of instruments of 
self-regulation i.e. patent policies with FRAND licensing principles. FRANDs disputes show a 
globalization of court practices. 
 
The landmark case Huawei v IDC (see chapter 5 on court decisions involving SEPs) illustrates that 
determining what constitute FRAND royalties is very complicated. While the Chinese court seemed 
to have used the proportionality principle as a theoretical framework for its decision, this principle 
is only one of the many tools that the have been discussed, such as the traditional financial analysis 
based on incremental value, rule of thumb of 25 percent, ex ante disclosure and auctioning models, 
the pseudo-pool model as well as the lump-sum payment as used in IDC v Apple. The objective of 
the recent EC study on patents and standards was to achieve a higher degree of clarity on the two 
aspects of royalty rate and its basis.6 
 
As highlighted in the Huawei v IDC case example, the problem that such an instrument raises are 
global. The courts hearing the disputes on SEPs need to balance the principle of territoriality of law 
and the underlying rights with the need to respect a commercial commitment affecting global 
businesses. 
 
In this context, the rulings in Huawei v IDC and NDRC v Qualcomm (see chapter 5) have contributed 
to the increased attention for treatment of SEPs regarding anti-monopoly activities. SEPs can confer 
significant market power and may be misused by opportunistic market players. Here, the EU and 
China have a regulatory framework in place that allows to pursue cases such as Samsung and 
Motorola v Apple or NDRC v Qualcomm. China very recently has promulgated and issued provisions 
on the abuse of IPR excluding or restricting competition (see chapter 4). However, there is no “one 

6  Study on patents and standards commissioned by EC, 2014, http://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/intellectual-
property/patents/standards/index_en.htm  (last accessed Feb 13th 2016). 
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solution fits all” and every case has to be treated separately and in great detail. This was highlighted 
in the presentations by the three Chinese competition authorities, NDRC, SAIC, and MOFCOM 
(details see presentations on the IP Key website7). 
 
Both the EC’s and the Chinese Court decisions confirm a balanced approach regarding IPRs in 
standards. As discussed in the seminar and outlined in the report, IPRs are important for innovation 
and growth. However, they must not be abused by market participants holding SEPs to exclude 
competition to the detriment of consumers. Respective government policies ensure that the 
regulatory framework is in place and further developed.   
 

Recommendations 
 
The seminar on IPR in standards was a good platform to share experiences and information regarding 
standard essential patents (SEP). In the different sessions, European and Chinese experts were 
focussing on IPR policies of SSOs, related government policies, competition law, and court decisions, 
all involving IPR in standards. Significant findings included that 1) European and Chinese participants 
are challenged to find a balance between IP protection and competition; 2) both European and 
Chinese standard-setting organisations (SSO) agreed on the FRAND principle but find it difficult to 
define parameters to calculate royalties. Whereas ETSI/EU Commission clearly stated to only offer 
guidelines to the parties involved, the Chinese government is aiming for more influence and clear 
rules; 3) Court decisions explained by European and Chinese judges both helped to clarify how to 
balance the rights of SEP owners and users, for example using injunctive reliefs. It seemed however, 
that each case has to be handled differently; 4) there are some ambiguities and points for further 
comments in recent Chinese regulations governing abuse of IPR with regard to the essential facilities 
doctrine, and the Anti-Monopoly Guidelines. 
Based on the discussions of the different SEP related topics at the seminar and on a literature review 
focussing on practical aspects of patents and standards in the telecommunication industry, future 
activities that could build on past events and the recent seminar are: 
 
• Exploit the existing cooperation and continue the dialogue and activities on a political and 

practical level. Since technical developments in the telecommunication industry pushed by e.g. 
the Internet of Things, the number of standard-essential patents (SEP) may continuously increase 
because they are extremely lucrative in terms of royalty income. Thus, the discussions about IPR 
policies, the rules for FRAND royalty rates and bases, the type of rules to balance the rights of IP 
holders and implementers or injunctive reliefs, etc. will be constantly on the agenda; not only in 
court but also within the different SSOs. 
Thus, common activities such as the EU-China seminar on IPR in standardisation in 2015 or study 

7  IP Key website, http://www.ipkey.org/en/ (last accessed Feb. 16th 2016). 
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tours may help exchange up-to-date information and experiences in the fast changing area of 
standard essential patents. 
 
Thus, activities or events interesting for European stakeholders could be the following ones: 

 
− The EU Delegation could continue to organise a seminar on the same format than the 

previous one in Beijing on an annual basis, inviting not only European stakeholders. 
− Half-day/day workshop organised by DG Trade and the EUCCC to get feedback and comments 

of European stakeholders on currently discussed topics in the business community on 
compulsory licensing, the Anti-Monopoly Guidelines for the Enforcement of Abuse of IPR, 
and the restrictions to the essential facilities doctrine in the Provisions on the Prohibition of 
the Abuse of Intellectual Property Rights to Eliminate or Restrain Competition. 

− Following up on the results, meetings/roundtables with SAIC, SIPO, and/or MOFCOM could 
be organised respectively to discuss the above mentioned three topics and the concerns of 
European stakeholders.  

 
• The reform of the Chinese standardisation system offers a chance to support the SAC with 

European experience in voluntary standardisation. Common activities like seminars with 
representatives of different authorities, SSOs, industry representatives, experts, etc. may 
contribute to exchange up-to-date information and experiences.  

 
− To support the Chinese current standardisation reform, the EU Delegation together with 

SAC may arrange half-day workshops every 6 months with the support of the SESEC expert 
to ensure that interests of Chinese and European stakeholders are integrated into the 
implementation of China’s standards reforms. 

− In this context, a half-day workshop with SAC and European standardisation bodies, such as 
ETSI, etc. and other stakeholders could be organised by IP Key in Europe to share 
information and discuss best practices for FRAND procedures. 

 
• In addition, a study could be commissioned to a team of Chinese, European, US, experts on SEPs 

and current developments/cases, etc. in general, and calculation and assessment of FRAND 
conditions for licensing. In addition, future research could focus on IP in standards issues in US, 
Japan, Europe, China, and Korea but is currently beyond the scope of this report. 

 

HISTORY 
 
IPR issues are one of the priority trade topics between China and the EU as stated in the “Agreement 
for an IP Cooperation between the EU and the Government of the PRC”, signed on 17 July 2013. The 
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Agreement recognises the past long standing and successful EU-China cooperation on IP (EU funded 
cooperation projects like the IP-dedicated IPR1 and IPR2 as well as the IPR Helpdesk and IP related 
activities organised by other EU funded projects like the EUCTP and SME Centre).  
 
In June 2015, the Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, (MOFCOM) and DG Trade 
of the European Commission celebrated the 10th anniversary of the EU-China IP Dialogue Mechanism 
with a high-level event in Brussels. The event highlighted the importance of the EU-China relation on 
IP matters with speakers from Mofcom, DG Trade, the EPO, OHIM, SAIC and SIPO as well as 
representatives from EU and Chinese industry. During the 10 years of successful EU-China IP 
dialogue, the topic “IPR and standards” was an integral aspect of the EU-China relationship.    
 
During the IPR 2 project, two events focusing on IPR and standards were taking place to promote a 
better understanding on IPR and standardisation between the EU and China: 1) a seminar on 
Standardisation and IPR, and 2) a study tour on IP management. These events introduced European 
practices to the Chinese authorities, and increased sharing of perspectives from industrial players, 
standards authorities and policy makers. 
 

Seminar on Standardisation and IPRs in September 2009 
 
On September 4th 2009, a EU-China seminar on the interface between IPR and standardisation was 
held in Beijing. 
 
Context 
IPR2 was co-operating with the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) and engaging 
the relevant authorities, standardisation bodies, industry and academia in a comprehensive dialogue 
on the technical issues that exist for IP rights and standards, as part of working together towards 
fostering an equilibrium between standards and IPRs.  
 
Standardisation is a much-discussed issue in Europe. Given the importance of the EU-China trade 
relationship, European standards bodies have a strong incentive to work together on ensuring 
international standards for the benefit of European and Chinese companies alike, with full respect 
for IPRs. The legal use of IP is an important point in the EU-China dialogue and Chinese leaders and 
IP administrators are particular interested in European practices on IP management in the ICT sector. 
The one-day training comprised a panel discussion with representatives of Chinese, European and 
international standards bodies, covering IPR policy and its implementation by current SSOs as well 
as on the current legal framework. In particular, it provided an industry insight into the issues at the 
practical level. 
 
Objectives 
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• Inform Chinese decision makers and leaders on the use, function and legality of IPRs in the 

area of ICT 
• Intensify discussions between European and Chinese political and business leaders on IP in 

the ICT sector, resulting in increased legal use of third party technologies in the ICT sectors in 
Europe and China in the medium and long term. 

 
This roundtable included representatives from MOFCOM, MIIT, other relevant Chinese authorities, 
European officials and representatives from both European and Chinese standards-making bodies. 
Topics of discussion included: (1) the current policy and legal environment for industrial and technical 
standards in China and Europe, (2) practices for ensuring standard-making is transparent and well-
balanced, (3) practices for patent disclosure, (4) practices for incorporating standard essential 
patents into standards, e.g. via FRAND licensing; (5) other relevant topics.  
 
Results 

• Introduced senior officials from Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) to 
the different perspectives of industry, standards authorities and policy makers, building 
knowledge on the importance of standardisation and its relationship with patents. 

• Intensified discussions between European and Chinese political and business leaders in the 
form of follow-up activities in this field with government agencies and courts. 

• Increased awareness of practical (and successful) experience and latest trends of 
standardisation in EU. 

 

Study Tour on IP management in January 2010  
 
A delegation from the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) completed a study 
tour to France and Germany (Jan. 23rd to 30th 2010), with the support of IPR2, meeting with 
standardisation bodies, industry and academia on the technical issues that exist for IP rights and 
standards. 
 
Context 
Given the importance of the EU-China trade relationship both Chinese and European standards 
bodies have a strong incentive to work together on ensuring international standards for the benefit 
of European and Chinese companies. International standards are set across a number of fields, tend 
to be consensus-based and are typically for free, collective use. They offer a company’s products or 
services the opportunity to access multiple markets since they only need to comply with only one 
set of technical rules. Furthermore, standardisation contributes to greater consumer choice as it 
gives companies the option to develop their technology in the context of transparent and accepted 
principles and with the potential for greater interoperability. Interoperability is important because it 
ensures that the networks, systems, devices, applications or components of different manufacturers 
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can exchange information and process it. Certain technological fields develop much more rapidly 
than others: This results in short life cycles of IP rights and in the need to adapt standardisation 
procedures in support of these technologies and to facilitate technological interoperability. This is 
especially relevant to the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) industry. 
 
Results 

• Informed key Chinese decision makers and leaders on the use, function and legality of IPRs 
in the field of consumer goods and aviation. 

• Furthered discussions between Chinese policy makers and standardisation bodies to build a 
better understanding of the standardisation processes in Europe. 

• Increased awareness of practical experience and latest trends of standardisation in Europe, 
particularly in France and Germany. 

 

Reinforcement of the EU- China cooperation on IPR  
 
The successful cooperation between the EU and China continued with the Memorandum of 
Understanding on reinforcing the EU-China IP Dialogue Mechanism, signed by Ms. Cecilia Malmström, 
Commissioner for Trade and Mr. GAO Hucheng, Minister of Commerce of China on the occasion of 
the EU-China Summit, on June 29th 2015 in Brussels. 
 
Its main objective was the improvement of the IP environment as one of the key conditions to 
promote creativity, innovation and investment, and the deepening of mutual understanding and 
public awareness of IP issues in the EU and China. It further includes the mutual commitment to 
developing joint initiatives aiming to support the protection and enforcement of IP rights, including 
trade secrets, and the fight against online counterfeiting and piracy.8 
 

THE BIG PICTURE  
 
A one-day seminar entitled “Seminar on IPR in Standardisation” was held on 10 December 2015 at 
the Novotel Xinqiao in Beijing, China. It was an activity under the EU-China Cooperation on IPR and 
was co-organised by the Treaty and Law Department of MOFCOM and the EU Delegation and 
supported by IP Key. The seminar brought together Chinese and EU government officials, SSO 
representatives, academics, industry representatives and IP lawyers to provide insights into 
policymaking and management in the area of IPR in standardisation.  
 

8  Memorandum of Understanding, http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/july/tradoc_153588.pdf  (last 
accessed Feb. 12th 2016). 
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This chapter is an overview of the seminars’ major topics, introducing Intellectual Property Rights 
(IPR), particularly patents, in the context of technology standards, for the European Union (EU) and 
for China. Today, technology standards not only serve as enablers of innovation9  but have also 
become a significant factor in the creation and shaping of markets.10    Thus, improving IPR protection 
and ensuring the creativity of innovation-oriented countries are very high on the agenda of the 
biggest trading partners in the world, trading goods and services well over 1 billion Euro a day.11  
 

The European Union (EU)  
 
The European Economy 

In 2014, The European Union (EU) was emerging from its longest-ever recession. The upturn in 
business activities and confidence indicators suggested that structural reforms, macroeconomic 
governance improvements and measures in the financial sector have succeeded in stabilising 
Europe’s economy.12 
 
Overall, industries in the EU have proved its resilience in the face of the economic crisis. It is a world 
leader in sustainability and returns a EUR 365 billion surplus in the trade of manufactured products 
(EUR 1 billion a day),13 generated mainly by a few high- and medium-technology sectors. They include 
for example automotive, machinery and equipment, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, aeronautics, space 
and creative industries sectors, etc. However, the recovery remained modest, and for that reason 
fostering growth and competitiveness to sustain and strengthen recovery to achieve the goals of the 
Europe 2020 agenda became the top priority for the Commission and EU Member States. 14 
 
The economic importance of industrial activities is much greater than suggested by the share of 
manufacturing in GDP. Industry accounts for over 80% of Europe’s exports and 80% of private 
research and innovation. Nearly one in four private sector jobs is in industry, often highly skilled, 
while each additional job in manufacturing creates 0.5-2 jobs in other sectors. Thus, the Commission 

9  Blind, K., “The Impact of Standardization and Standards on Innovation”, Compendium of Evidence on the 
Effectiveness of Innovation Policy Intervention”, TU Berlin, Fraunhofer FOKUS, RSM Erasmus University Manchester 
Institute of Innovation Research, Manchester Business School, 2013, 6, at http://www.innovation-
policy.org.uk/compendium/ (last accessed August 13th 2013). 

10  Gibson, C. S., “Globalization and the Technology Standards Game: Balancing Concerns of Protectionism and 
Intellectual Property in International Standards”. Suffolk University Law School Legal Studies Research Paper No. 07-
39, 2007, Berkeley Technology Law Journal, Vol. 22, 6. 

11  Details see http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/countries/china/  
12  COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, THE COUNCIL, THE EUROPEAN 
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE AND THE COMMITTEE OF THE REGIONS 
For a European Industrial Renaissance, COM (2014), 14/2. 
13 Estimate based on Eurostat trade statistics. This figure refers to manufactured products only and therefore, it does 
not include trade flows of energy and raw materials where the EU presents a negative trade balance. 
14 See n 1. 
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considers that a strong industrial base will be of key importance for Europe’s economic recovery and 
competitiveness. 15 
 
Two Commission reports have identified a number of weaknesses hampering growth such as for 
example the internal demand, the weak integration in the internal market holding back the growth 
potential of firms, especially SMEs, as well as the low investment in research and innovation. 16 
However, the competitiveness report identified manufacturing still as pivotal sector in which 
industrial policy supporting innovation and external competitiveness can play a role to reverse the 
declining trend.  
 
The report documents that the existing strengths of EU manufacturing are substantial. The revealed 
comparative advantage of EU manufacturing is linked to complex and high-quality product segments. 
By gradually increasing the complexity of their products, EU manufacturing industries managed to 
maintain their competitive position, even in the crisis. Moreover, EU manufactured exports have less 
embedded foreign value added than exports by third countries such as China, South Korea, Japan 
and USA.  
 
The EU is a major producer of new knowledge in key enabling technologies. Its products based on 
industrial biotechnology or advanced materials have higher technology content than competing US 
or East Asian products. Apart from advanced manufacturing technologies, EU products based on key 
enabling technologies are mature and need to compete on price. Adding more innovative and 
complex products to the product portfolio will help manufacturers move up the value chain.17 
Thus, the EU industrial policy has started to steer structural change towards higher productivity in 
manufacturing and better positioning of EU enterprises in the global value chain based on 
comparative advantages in knowledge and technology intensive products and services. This is 
needed to close the EU-US productivity gap, for instance, is growing wider again after years of 
narrowing to emerging industrial powerhouses and some of its major competitors. 
 

15 Rueda-Cantuche, José M.a, Sousa, Nb., Andreoni, Va. and Arto, Ia. "The Single Market as an engine for employment 
growth through the external trade", Joint Research centre, IPTS, Seville, 2012. In this Communication, manufacturing 
refers to Section C and divisions 10 to 33 of NACE Rev. 2. Industry refers to a broader set of activities including also mining 
and quarrying and energy activities.  
16 European Competitiveness Report 2013 ‘Towards knowledge-driven Reindustrialisation’ at 
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/industrial-competitiveness/competitiveness-analysis/european-
competitiveness-report/files/eu-2013-eur-comp-rep_en.pdf and ‘Member states Competitiveness Performance and 
Implementation of EU Industrial Policy’ at http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/industrial-
competitiveness/monitoring-member-states/files/scoreboard-2013_en.pdf.  
17 Commission staff working document SWD(2013)347 final, European competitiveness report 2013 : towards 
knowledge-driven reindustrialisation. European Commission ; Directorate-General for Enterprise and Industry 
Luxembourg : Publications Office, 2013. 
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In order to further strengthen the European market, current activities of the EU include the 
negotiations of the Transatlantic Trade and Partnership with the US18 and has launched a public 
online consultation to gather input from stakeholders on possible changes to the way assessing 
dumping duties on goods from China. 19 
 

Innovation and IP 

Innovation is a complex evolutionary process involving the sustainable generation, distribution and 
utilisation of new economically-relevant knowledge. This knowledge continuously accumulates and 
is recombined in the economy, contributing significantly to economic growth. 20  This is well 
understood in the EU, having innovation policies in place that reflect IPR aspects. Within the “flagship” 
initiative “Innovation Union, Europe 2020”21, the EU aims to create an environment of innovation 
where new technologies entering the market shall be protected primarily by patents. The protection 
of IP is a key framework condition in order to protect innovations that constitute a link to the 
creativity of people and to remain competitive in a global environment. Accordingly, the “Industrial 
Property Rights Strategy”22 aims to stimulate R&D investment and to ensure the seamless transfer 
of knowledge from laboratories to the market.23 It focuses on four criteria: 1) ‘high-quality’, 2) 
‘affordable’, balancing quality and legal certainty with cost, 3) ‘consistent’, using a common 
interpretation of legislation, and 4) ‘balanced’, between rewarding IP and facilitating the 
dissemination of innovations.24 Moreover, the strategy also includes the application of competition 
rules and an improved IPR enforcement.25 Another strategy, targeting growth and jobs, addresses 
the need to industrially valorise and exploit existing unused IPR, especially patents.26 
 

18 http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/countries/united-states/ (last accessed March 20th 2016). 
19 For more details, see Granting Market Economy Status to China, 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2015/571325/EPRS_IDA%282015%29571325_EN.pdf and 
“Public online consultation concerning a possible change in the methodology to establish dumping in trade defence 
investigations concerning the People’s Republic of China”, at 
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/consultations/index.cfm?consul_id=191 (last accessed March 21st 2016). 
 
20  See David and Foray (1995). 
21  COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, THE COUNCIL, THE EUROPEAN 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE AND THE COMMITTEE OF THE REGIONS Europe 2020 Flagship Initiative 
Innovation Union, COM(2010) 546 final, http://ec.europa.eu/research/innovation-
union/index_en.cfm?pg=keydocs,  (last accessed July 29th 2013). 

22  COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, THE COUNCIL AND THE EUROPEAN 
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE, An Industrial Property Rights Strategy for Europe, COM (2008) 465 final, 
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/innovation/policy/intellectual-property/index_en.htm, (last accessed July 
29th 2013), 9. 

23  Ibid, 3.  
24  Ibid, 5. 
25  Ibid, 9-13. 
26  COMMISSION STAFF WORKING DOCUMENT, Towards enhanced patent valorisation for growth and jobs, 

SWD(2012) 458 final, 2, http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/search/index_en.htm?q=SWD%282012%29+458+final, (last 
accessed August 12th 2013). 
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However, it is understood that in the global race for innovation, international cooperation is a key 
success factor. One good example is the 17th EU-China summit, June 201527 where the EU and China 
developed the basis for further cooperation in the telecommunication industry.28 In September 2015, 
the EU and China signed a key partnership agreement on 5G. Both parties are committed to 
reciprocity and openness in terms of access to 5G networks research funding, market access as well 
as membership of Chinese and EU 5G associations.29 
 
Innovation – Patents - Standardisation 
The interaction between formal standardisation – particularly in standards setting bodies (SSB) – and 
IPRs – particularly the patent regime – Involves fundamental issues of the economics of technological 
change. 30  Technological change and innovation are driven by patenting, licensing and 
standardisation.31 In Europe, patents are granted by national patent offices and the European Patent 
Office (EPO).32 Once a minimum of 13 EU countries ratify the Agreement on a Unified Patent Court, 
the EPO will be able to grant patents with direct validity in all participating countries. Standards are 
developed in formal SSOs as well as in less-formal fora and consortia.33 
 
Patents and standards are mechanisms for knowledge creation and diffusion. However, the major 
difference is that patents are used to secure private property whereas standards diffuse technology 
in the public interest. 34 Patent protection drives innovation by incentivizing investment in R&D. It 
allows the innovator to receive return on his investment by using the innovation himself or by 
licensing the patent to other companies. Standardisation drives innovation by establishing 
interoperability between products and by facilitating market adoption of innovative technologies.35 
 
However, patents are a controversial topic in ICT/telecommunication standards. It has been argued 
that the inclusion of patents can only have a negative effect on technical standards development and 

27  http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-5279_en.htm  
28  http://www.politico.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Eu-China-special_reportv9.pdf, 12. 
21 JOINT DECLARATION ON STRATEGIC COOPERATION IN THE AREA OF THE FIFTH GENERATION OF MOBILE 

COMMUNICATION NETWORKS BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION AND THE MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-
5715_en.htm, Brussels, 28 September 2015. 

22  Blind, K., et. al., Study on the Interplay between Standards and Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs), Tender No 
ENTR/09/015, Final Report 2011, 11. 

23  See n 6. 
24  For several decades, the member states of the European Union (EU) have been negotiating the creation of a 

European patent with unitary effect ("unitary patent") and a unified European patent court. The European unitary 
patent will soon guarantee supranational protection for inventions in 26 countries across Europe. Meanwhile, the 
agreement to install a European patent court is currently being ratified by EU member states. See 
http://www.epo.org/news-issues/issues/unitary-patent.html (last accessed Feb 10th 2016) 

33  See n 6. 
34  Lea, G., Hall, P., “Standards and intellectual property rights: an economic and legal perspective Information”, 

Economics and Policy 16 (2004), 71. 
35  Ibid. 
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usage due to this inherent conflict between the two. Globalisation of markets, the fast pace of 
technology change and the convergence of technologies have contributed to the way on how patents 
and standards are used and have increasingly led to conflicts.36 In consequence, the balancing of 
private and public knowledge is a constant challenge for SSBs, government agencies 37 and industry 
because any such conflicts may result in higher costs.38  Particularly in ICT, the intensity of patenting 
and the development of standards have increased dramatically. 39 
 
Two issues arise in this context: The infringement of undisclosed and unknown IPR and the licensing 
of IPR included in standards. Unintentional IPR infringement may occur during the implementation 
of a standard when the implementer is just not aware of existing IPR. Such a situation may well be 
caused by the IP holder for strategic reasons, through ex-post disclosure of IPR in a “patent 
ambush”. 40 Here, the owner of a proprietary technology deliberately conceals a patent that is 
essential to a standard during the standard-setting process in order to be able to extract artificially 
inflated royalties for his patented technology after the standard has been set.41 
 
Standards frequently make reference to technologies that are protected by patents. A patent that 
protects technology essential to a standard is called a standard-essential patent (SEP). It is impossible 
to manufacture standard-compliant products such as smartphones or tablets without using 
technologies covered by one or more SEPs.42 
 
Future technologies such as Internet of Things, smart cars, smart home and smart energy will 
increasingly rely on patented technology standards such as LTE, NFC, or RFID. The number of patents 
that claim an invention relating to these standards is consequently constantly increasing. Thus, SEPs 
can be extremely lucrative in terms of royalty income, but also in terms of being strong bargaining 
chips in cross-licensing negotiations.43  
 

36  See n 1, 2. 
37  Ibid. 
38  See n 3, 15. 
39  Ibid, 21. 
40  In Blind, K.; “Standardisation: a catalyst for innovation”; Inaugural address; 28 August 2009; Erasmus University 

Rotterdam, 15, script at http://hdl.handle.net/1765/17558, (last accessed March 2nd 2013),15.  For more details on 
patent ambush see Ohana, G., Hansen, M., Shah, O., “Disclosure and negotiation of licensing terms prior to 
adoption of industry standards: preventing another patent ambush?”, European Competition Law Review  (Vol. 24, 
No. 12, December 2003), 644 – 656. 

41  COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN 
PARLIAMENT, THE COUNCIL AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE, An Industrial Property 
Rights Strategy for Europe, COM (2008) 465 final, 9, at 
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/innovation/policy/intellectual-property/index_en.htm, (last accessed July 
29th 2013). 

42  EU Competition Policy Brief, Standard Essential Patents, Issue 8, June 2014. 
43  http://www.iplytics.com/de/general-de/iam-magazine-publishes-study-on-standard-essential-patents/  
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In Europe, an attempt to address this problem led to the publication of the “Guidelines on the 
applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) to EU to 
horizontal co-operation agreements” prohibiting anticompetitive agreements and practices. 44  
 
With this revised set of guidelines, the EU aims to encourage the European standardisation 
organisations to adapt their IPR policies and mandate that SEPs to be integrated into standards shall 
be licensed on Fair, Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) terms. 45 Moreover, the guidelines 
encourage allowing ex-ante disclosure of maximum royalties as this could prevent an artificially high 
ex post price. However, they also stipulate that ex-ante disclosure must not be used as “a sham for 
illegitimate price discussions”. 46 
 
The position of the EU regarding SEPs is emphasising that standard setting is a private matter.47 
However, FRAND conditions and the TFEU 101 guideline should be taken into consideration. On May 
1st 2014, the European Commission adopted new rules for the assessment of technology transfer 
agreements under EU competition law. The new legal regime consists of two instruments: The new 
Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulation (Commission Regulation EU No. 316/2014, 
hereinafter “TTBER”) and the respective Technology Transfer Guidelines (Commission 
Communication 2014/C 89/03, hereafter “Guidelines”). According to the European Commission, the 
revised set of rules facilitates the sharing of IP and provides guidance on licensing agreements that 
stimulate competition.48      
 
Different concepts shall be applied taking into account the requirements of different sectors and the 
relevant stakeholders. Conditions should be fair and market open and technology should be shared 
under fair and predictable conditions. In the chapter “Government policies for IPR in 
standardisation”, the position of the EU Commission is described in detail.  
 
Standardisation in the European Union 

44  Communication from the Commission, Guidelines on the Applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union to Horizontal Co-operation Agreements. EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION, Guidelines on the applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union to horizontal co-operation agreements, (Text with EEA relevance) (2011/C 
11/01), including a specific chapter on standardisation agreements, see Chapter 7, 55ff. 

45  Ibid, 29. 
46  COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN 

PARLIAMENT, THE COUNCIL AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE, An Industrial Property 
Rights Strategy for Europe, COM (2008) 465 final, 9,, 9-10. 

47  B. Lory, Minister Counsellor, Trade Section, EU Delegation to China, presentation at EU Seminar on IPR in 
Standardisation, Dec. 10th 2015. 

48  Antitrust: Commission adopts revised competition regime for technology transfer agreements – frequently asked 
questions, http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-14-208_en.htm (last accessed Feb. 13th 2016). 
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Standards are crucial for the fast and efficient diffusion of new technologies. 49  The European 
Standardisation System (ESS) comprises the three European Standardisation Organisations (ESO): 
the European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) 50 , the European Committee for 
Standardisation (CEN) 51 , and the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation 
(CENELEC) 52, supported by 33 national standards organisations, e.g. the Deutsches Institut für 
Normung (DIN)53. The ESS is modelled upon the international system as shown in figure 1. 
 
 

 
Fig. 1: The ESOs, their international counterparts and the links between them54 

Cooperation between those organisations and their respective international counterparts are guided 
by formal agreements.55 Directive 98/34/EC56 establishes the rules for the co-operation between the 
individual ESOs on the one hand, and between ESOs and national bodies on the other. 57 Therefore, 

49  Swann, G.M.P. (2000): The Economics of Standardization, Directorate Department of Trade and Industry (ed.), Final 
Report for Standards and Technical Regulations, Manchester: Univ. of Manchester, at 
https://sites.google.com/site/gmpswann/home/cv/policy-reports/economics-of-standards, (last accessed August 
13th 2013). 

50  ETSI, http://www.etsi.org/. 
51  Translated from French „Comite Europen de Normalisation”, CEN, http://www.cen.eu/cen/pages/default.aspx, (last 

accessed August 13th 2013). 
52  Translated from French of “Comité Européen de Normalisation Électrotechnique », CENELEC, 

http://www.cenelec.eu/, (last accessed August 13th 2013). 
53  DIN, http://www.din.de/cmd?level=tpl-home&contextid=din, (last accessed August 13th 2013). 
54  Jakobs, K., “ICT Standardisation – Co-ordinating the Diversity”, in: Proc. 'Innovations in NGN – Future Network and 

Services. An ITU-T Kaleidoscope Event, IEEE Press, 2008. 
55  This holds primarily for the links CEN – ISO and CENELEC – IEC; not so much for ETSI and the ITU-T. 
56  See Directive 98/34/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 June 1998 laying down a procedure for 

the provision of information in the field of technical standards and regulations, at http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31985Y0604(01):EN:NOT,  (last accessed April 30th 2013). 

57  Ibid. 
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neither are European standards in conflict with each other, nor are national standards in conflict 
with European ones. 
European and international standards, while strictly voluntary in nature, clearly enjoy priority in 
Europe. A manufacturer whose products or services do not conform with ‘Harmonised Standards’58 
has the obligation to prove that his products/services meet the corresponding requirements of 
European harmonisation legislation, in line with the “New Approach” to technical harmonisation and 
standards. 59 The New Approach and European standardisation have significantly contributed to the 
development of the ‘Single Market’ by removing technical barriers to trade. 60 ‘New Approach’ 
Directives are in effect Community laws that must be transposed into the national law of each 
member state.61  
 
The EU does not have one single, concise document outlining an overarching standardisation 
strategy, rather, a number of documents, put together, may be said to describe such a strategy. One 
document by the EC and the associated Regulation [EU, 2012] define a number of measures to be 
taken to improve efficiency, effectiveness and inclusiveness of the European Standardisation System 
(ESS).62 Most notably, the Regulation63 provides for referencing of consortium standards in legal 
documents and in public procurement. These standards and the underlying processes will need to 
meet the quality criteria defined by the WTO. The ESOs will be asked to improve their processes for 
the transposition of consortium standards into European ones. Moreover, the regulation postulates 
that all stakeholder groups shall be adequately represented, either directly or through 
representative organisations. 64 
 

58  To support its policies and legislation, the European Commission requests the ESOs to develop and adopt European 
Standards, by means of 'standardisation mandates'. Those European Standards developed in response to a 
mandate are called 'Harmonised Standards'; see http://www.cen.eu/cen/products/en/pages/default.aspx, (last 
accessed April 30th 2013). 

59  See COUNCIL RESOLUTION of 7 May 1985 on a new approach to technical harmonization and standards (85/C 
136/01), New Approach to technical harmonization and standards, at 
http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/l21001a.htm, (last accessed April 30th 2013). The new Regulation No 
1025/2012 in place since 2013 will change this situation but still need to be implemented, REGULATION (EU) No 
1025/2012 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on European standardisation. http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:316:0012:0033:EN:PDF (last accessed April 4th 2013). 

60  New Approach Standardisation in the internal market, http://www.newapproach.org/ (last accessed July 27th 2013). 
61  New Approach legislation, http://www.eustandards.cn/european-standardization/new-approach-legislation/, (last 

accessed April 30th 2013). 
62  Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, and the European Economic and 

Social Committee on ‘A strategic vision for European standards: Moving forward to enhance and accelerate the 
sustainable growth of the European economy by 2020’. COM(2011) 311 final. http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2011:0311:FIN:EN:PDF (accessed 30 April 2013). 

63  REGULATION (EU) No 1025/2012 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on European 
standardisation. http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:316:0012:0033:EN:PDF 
(accessed 4 April 2013). 

64   K. Jakobs, M. Gerst, “How to Perceive the (Future) Role of China in ICT Standardisation – A European Perspective”, 
in forthcoming 8th IEEE Conference on Standardisation and Innovation in Information Technology, 2013, 
http://ieee-siit.org/program/, (last accessed July 27th 2013). 
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These provisions refer primarily to the internal structure and working of the ESS. The specific topics 
that need to be addressed by the ESOs are covered in the ‘2010 – 2013 ICT Standardisation Work 
Programme for industrial innovation’ [EC, 2012]. This living document describes in which fields ICT 
standardisation will be required to support EU policies. These fields include, for example, e-Health, 
Intelligent Transport, ICT for sustainable growth, the Internet of Things and e-Government.65 The 
‘Rolling Plan for ICT Standardisation’ regularly updates this document. 
 
The latest document published is the “Strategic objectives for the European standardization system 
to 2020”, setting out a number of objectives the ESS shall have met by 2020. 66  In a recent 
independent review67, the ESS has been assessed against the existing strategic objectives and the 
readiness to tackle future challenges.68 
 

China 
 
China’s economy 
 
China is the world's third largest economy after the European Union and the United States, and it is 
the EU's second largest trade partner. For more than 35 years, China grew breathtakingly fast. That 
growth brought hundreds of millions of people out of poverty and reshaped many sectors of the 
world economy. 69 
 
However, the Chinese model of developing economic growth was i.a. based on low-cost labour and 
exports. The new model of growth outlined in the 13th 5-year plan70 and its impact on businesses71 
is required to move to the next stage of economic development. That change actually implies slower 
growth and is supported by plans like the country’s 10-year national plan, “Made in China 2025”, 
unveiled in the second quarter of 2015 by the State Council. 
 
The plan aims to upgrade China’s manufacturing sector with highly advanced information technology 
(IT), making a big step forward in innovation and efficiency. It foresees to transform China’s 
manufacturing industry from “made in China” to “made by China”, focussing on product quality, 
sustainability, and developing brands to become a “world manufacturing power”. Chinese 

65  Ibid. 
66  ftp://ftp.cencenelec.eu/EN/News/SectorNews/2013/DraftStrategy2020_PublicConsultation.pdf 
67  The Review was initiated in line with the requirements of Action 29 of the Communication COM(2011) 311. 
68  See n 6. 
69 The EU and China: trade and investment in the global economy, 25 February 2016, Cecilia Malmström, Commissioner 
for Trade China Association Event, London 
70 For more details see http://www.china-un.org/eng/zt/China123456/ (last accessed March 20th 2016). 
71 For further information, see here https://hbr.org/2015/12/what-chinas-13th-five-year-plan-means-for-business (last 
accessed March 20th 2016). 
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manufacturing currently accounts for about 20% of the world’s total72 and ranks first worldwide in 
terms of output in more than 220 categories among 500 major types of industrial products73.  

The “Made in China 2025” plan aims to strengthen industrial competitiveness by upgrading the 
manufacturing sector to the next level of the value chain, taking advantage of a slowed-down 
economy – the often referred to “New Normal”. The State Council has established a fund of CNY 40 
billion to push innovation, promote emerging industries, start-ups, and other projects. Besides 
improving quality, the plan aims to increase productivity and digitization through implementing 
advanced technologies to catch up with other countries.74 

 
China’s innovation policy and IP strategy are reflecting growth. The framework for China’s innovation 
policies was initiated in 2006 with its 15-year MLP.75 In order to become an “innovative society” by 
2020 and adopting a systemic approach, the Government aims to integrate and coordinate the 
policies and institutions in law, finance, management, education and foreign trade76 in order to 
strengthen the country’s capabilities in science and technology.77 The filing of patents and the 
development of standards are considered important “outputs” in research and a company’s IP and 
standards record influences its eligibility for technology policy privileges.78 Moreover, the plan also 
calls for China’s industrial enterprises to become the core of the national innovation system (NIS). 
 
Key policy measures and strategic goals of the National IP strategy (NIPS) of 2008 79 address patents, 
trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets. The NIP emphasises the protection, creation and use of IP, 
especially for standards.80 
 
The legal basis for the National IP Strategy is the China Science and Technology Promotion Law, Art. 
7, 2007. On 29 December 2014, the Action Plan for „Further Implementation of the National IP 

72 http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2015-05/19/c_134252230.htm 
73 http://knowledge.ckgsb.edu.cn/2015/09/02/chinese-economy/made-in-china-2025-a-new-era-for-chinese-
manufacturing/ 
74 M.Gerst, “Made in China 2025” and What it Means for European SMEs, forthcoming at Eurobiz, EUCCC April, 2016. 
75  “National Medium- and Long-Term Program for Scientific and Technological Development (2006–2020)” For further 

details, Stevenson-Yang, A., DeWoskin, K., “China Destroys the IP Paradigm”, Far Eastern Economic Review (March 
2005), 9-18. 

76  McGregor, J., “China’s Drive for ‘Indigenous Innovation’ A web of industrial policies, Global Regulatory Cooperation 
Project for US Chamber of Commerce, 2012, http://www.uschamber.com/reports/chinas-drive-indigenous-
innovation-web-industrial-policies, (last accessed August 12th 2013). 

77  Kennedy, S., Suttmeier, R.P., Su, J., “Standards, Stakeholders, and Innovation: China's Evolving Role in the Global 
Knowledge Economy”, NBR Reports, 2008, 4. 

78  Ibid. 
79  For detailed information of the Chinese National IP strategy 2008, see Government website, Promotion Plan for the 

Implementation of the National Intellectual Property Strategy in 2013 http://english.gov.cn/2008-
06/21/content_1023471.htm, (last accessed July 28th 2013). 

80  Suttmeier, P., Yao, X., “China’s IP Transition: Rethinking Intellectual Property Rights in a Rising China, NBR Special 
Report, 2011, 10. 
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Strategy (2014-2020)” was approved. The three key aspects of NIPS are designed to build a strong 
IPR country, improve IP utilisation and protection and also included the announcement of practical 
steps, including plans to promote the development of IP intensive industries. 81 
 
Other related initiatives include the “IPR Promotion Plan (2010)” by the Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology (MIIT) to support copyright-intensive industries and the “Innovation 2020 
Program” by the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS), a major R&D programme emphasising national 
IP and technical standards, as well as innovations programmes launched by local governments.82 
 
The drafting process of China’s laws is a good example of how this has achieved a positive result. The 
process has allowed for extensive comments and suggestions to be submitted by European 
businesses, which has brought laws closer to international standards and helped Chinese 
policymakers to understand the issues faced by IP owners. China’s patent law has developed rapidly. 
Its forth revision includes the Regulation on inventor remuneration and other areas such as anti-
unfair competition and protection of trade secrets. Furthermore, at this moment, a proposal in the 
draft 4th Amendment of Patent law includes a draft new article 82 that requires that a patent holder 
to grant licenses in case of failure to disclose SEP related to national standards during the standard 
setting process.83 
 
In addition, after more than 10 years of revision,  in order to balance legitimate interests of all 
stakeholders, to regulate the management of national standards, encourage innovation, promote 
reasonable adoption of new technology in national standards and secure effective implementation 
of national standards, the SAC and the State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) issued the 
Management Regulations for National Standards Involving Patent (Interim Regulations) 84  in 
accordance with Standardization Law, Patent Law and National Standards Management Measures 
and other relevant laws and rules. More details will be shown in the next chapter (IPR policies of 
Standard Setting Organisations). 
 

81  China IP development, http://www.chinaipmagazine.com/en/ipfirm-country-show.asp?id=2&class=2 (last accessed 
Feb 13th 2016). 

82  Ibid, 9-10. 
83  中华人民共和国华利法修改草案（征求意华稿）》条文华照 (Comparison of text: Draft for public 

comments on the 4th Amendment of the Patent Law), Chinese text available from SIPO’s website 
<http://www.sipo.gov.cn/ztzl/ywzt/zlfjqssxzdscxg/xylzlfxg/201504/t20150401_1095940.html>, 
(last accessed on June1st 2015). 

84  国家华准涉及华利的管理华定（华行）自 2014 年 1 月 1 日起施行(Interim Provisions on the Administration of 
National Standards Involving Patents, hereinafter ‘Interim measures’) Chinese text 
available from SIPO website. <http://www.sipo.gov.cn/zcfg/flfg/zl/bmgfxwj/201401/ 
t20140103_894910.html> (last accessed on March 1st 2015). 
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On December 19th 2013, SAC and SIPO published the Administrative Regulation on National 
Standards Involving Patents-Interim (Interim Regulations) 85, which concerns the formulation and 
implementation of national standards involving patents, effective since 1 January 2014. 
 
China aims to position its standardisation system as part of its national innovation strategy; 
standards are regarded as critical factor of the country’s innovative capacity. 86 Standard setting has 
been included into the national research and development programs as a priority objective since 
reforms of the standards system started in 2001.  Thus, the fundamental challenge for China will be 
to combine its leading role in international trade with its objective to strengthen its domestic 
innovation and IP 87 without violating WTO regulations. 
 
The Chinese standardisation system  
 
Figure 2 illustrates the relations between the Chinese organisations involved in standardisation. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Overview of China’s Standardisation System88 based on the Standardisation Law of 198889 
 
The standards system in China is administered by the General Administration of Quality Supervision, 
Inspection and Quarantine (AQSIQ). AQSIQ is a ministerial level administration directly under the 

85  国家华准涉及华利的管理华定（华行）自 2014 年 1 月 1 日起施行(Interim Provisions on the Administration of 
National Standards Involving Patents, hereinafter ‘Interim measures’) Chinese text 
available from SIPO website. <http://www.sipo.gov.cn/zcfg/flfg/zl/bmgfxwj/201401/ 
t20140103_894910.html> (last accessed on March 1st 2015). 

86  Ernst, D., Indigenous Innovation and Globalization: The Challenge for China's Standardization Strategy, La Jolla, CA: 
UC Institute on Global Conflict and Cooperation; Honolulu: East-West Center, 2011, V. 

87  See n 10. 
88  See n 56. 
89  Standardization Law of the People's Republic of China and its Implementing Regulations, 1988, 

http://www.sac.gov.cn/sac_en/AffairsOpening/LawsandRegulations/201011/t20101123_4214.htm,    (last accessed 
April 4th  2013). 
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supervision of the State Council. AQSIQ administers both the Certification and Accreditation 
Administration of China (CNCA), supervising all certification and accreditation activities throughout 
China, and the Standardization Administration of China (SAC)90, in charge of National Standards. On 
the international level SAC represents China in ISO and IEC. Chinese National Standards are owned 
by SAC, whilst all other standards are supervised by SAC and ideally also registered with them.91 
 
In addition to SAC, a number of other entities are also involved in ICT standardisation.92 China 
Electronics Standardization Institute (CESI) is a professional institute for standardisation in 
electronics and ICT. It is administered by the MIIT. Among other activities, CESI manages 51 national 
mirrors groups of IEC Technical Committees (TC) and Sub-Committees (SC) and ISO/IEC Joint TC1 
(JTC)/SCs. China Communication Standards Association (CCSA) is the Chinese member of the Global 
Standards Collaboration, the association of national/regional SDOs active in the area of 
telecommunication. Like CESI, it is administered by MIIT. 93 The Chinese standardisation system 
includes both, voluntary and compulsory standards and distinguishes four levels of standards, all of 
which should be registered with SAC: national, industry, local, and enterprise standards.94 
 
The change of China’s Standardisation System 
China is moving from a standards implementer to a standards developer.  
Thus, in March 2015, the reform proposal, signed by Prime Minister Li Keqiang was distributed by 
the State Council. 95 China has started with a systematic reconstruction of its entire standardisation 
system 2015-2020, with the objective to be one of the most important players in global 
standardisation by 2020.96 
 
The reform will take place in 3 stages and focuses on industry services and global markets:97 
 

• Redefinition of the role of standards in promoting industrial transformation and improving 
quality and efficiency of economic production 

• New focus on fostering competition for domestic use and on “created in China” for global 
markets 

• Statement that standards shall also serve diplomacy and trade (new focus) 

90  Established by the State Council in 2001. 
91  Ibid. 
92  See n 56. 
93  Ibid. 
94  Regulations for the Implementation of the Standardization Law of the People’s Republic of China. 

http://www.sac.gov.cn/sac_en/AffairsOpening/LawsandRegulations/201011/t20101123_4213.htm,  (last accessed 
April 30th 2013). 

95  SESEC III, Bi-monthly Newsletter March 2015. 
96  SESEC III China Situation Monthly Newsletter, March 2015; Ziegler “A Chinese Perspective on the Role of Standards 

in International Trade” – A European Perspective”, SIIT 2015. 
97  Ibid. 
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• Emphasis on industry-driven standardization, namely consortia (social group standards) and 

enterprise standards 
 
The plan includes six specific measures that support the shift of standards to a “socialist market 
economy” to ensure innovation and global trade:98 
 

• Alignment of the standardization system with global practice (e.g. transparency, IP policies) 
• Move from top-down approach to stakeholder participation 
• Eliminating and updating obsolete standards: Completion of the Chinese system 
• Harmonization of national Chinese standards with international and other globally relevant 

standards 
• Focus on “Standards made in China” using Chinese technologies 
• Active participation in international and global standardization work, focus on chairs and 

secretariats of TCs    
 
The Chinese and the EU standards systems differ enormously. The influence of the European 
Commission (EC) is materialises through those Directives that charge the ESOs to develop 
‘Harmonised Standards’ and, more importantly, through the provision of much of the ESOs’ funding. 
In contrast the Chinese government effectively leads standardisation through SAC. 99 However, in 
general, the standardisation systems in both China and Europe are modelled upon the ISO/IEC 
process100 which is based on the consensus amongst the interested stakeholders such as industry, 
users, interest groups, public authorities.  
 
Technology manufacturers are the most important stakeholders in European ICT standardisation. In 
contrast, researchers from universities and public research institutes dominate the standards work 
in China.101 The stance towards standards consortia is similar in both regions. Europe has only very 
recently formally recognised the importance of consortia, China shows a preference for working 
through established institutionalised standards organisations102 rather than with consortia as the 
government assumes they only represent global corporations’ interests.103 However, as outlined 

98  Ibid. 
99  Breznitz, D., Murphree, M., “The Rise of China in Technology Standards: New Norms in Old Institutions”, Research 

Report Prepared on Behalf of the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, 2013,7, at  
http://origin.www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/Research/RiseofChinainTechnologyStandards.pdf,  (last accessed 
April 2nd 2013). 

100  This holds for CEN and CENELC, the ETSI process is different, yet also based on consensus. 
101  Rongping, M.; Zhuoliang, W., “The Role of Standards in National Technology Policy in China”, 2005, 

http://strategicstandards.com/files/China.pdf,  (last accessed April 30th  2013). 
102  Suttmeier, R.P.; Yao, X.; Tan, A.Z., “Standards of Power? Technology, Institutions, and Politics in the Development of 

China’s National Standards Strategy”, published by The National Bureau of Asian Research, 2006. 
http://kms2.isn.ethz.ch/serviceengine/Files/RESSpecNet/106854/ipublicationdocument_singledocument/DEC48CA
8-82BF-4097-AEBF-3C47AA85F045/en/10_Apr06.pdf   (last accessed April 30th 2013). 

103  See n 72, 11. 
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before, this might be changing in the future with the current restructuring of the Chinese 
standardisation system. 
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IPR POLICIES OF SSOs  
 
Standard Essential Patents (SEP) 
 
In increasingly knowledge-based economies, triggered by technological change and the growing 
importance of the Internet, the protection of IP is important for promoting innovation and creativity, 
developing employment, and improving competitiveness.104 
However, in such an environment, legal frameworks have to take into consideration a balanced 
approach promoting creation and innovation, in part by ensuring reward and investment for creators 
and, on the other hand, facilitating the dissemination of innovation, by promoting the widest 
possible access to goods and services protected by IPR, particularly patents. 105 
 
Thus through awarding a (temporary) monopoly in order to foster investment in R&D, the disclosure 
of protected content is implemented to promote the diffusion of technological knowhow, and at the 
same time is avoiding duplication of research, fostering licensing and sequential innovation.106 In this 
way, through balancing interests, businesses will benefit across the industries and are encouraged 
to further invest in innovation as well as consumers who enjoy easier access to information and 
products. 107 To refer to innovation, the economic benefits of integrating patents in standards 
generates a series of benefits both for the patent holder and for those interested in implementing 
these standards.108 
 
As stated before, the incentive function allows patent holders to leverage their temporary monopoly 
generated by awarded IPR via their integration into standards, which generates additional incentives 
for investment in R&D. In addition, indirect incentive emerges that often technologies, products and 
services are based on platform standards, which create additional incentives for investment in  R&D 
complementary to the R&D necessary for the development of the technology required for the 
platform standard. 109  Positive implications of this may lead to patent pooling into standards, 
reducing transaction costs both for the patent holder and the standard implementer; and at the 
same time also generates additional licensing revenues for the former due to the diffusion effects of 
standards and reduces licensing costs for the latter. Finally, patents in standards can benefit from 
economies of scale due to variety reduction and positive network externalities via standards. Besides 

104 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-11-630_en.htm 
105  COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, THE COUNCIL AND THE EUROPEAN 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE, An Industrial Property Rights Strategy for Europe, COM (2008) 465 final, 
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/innovation/policy/intellectual-property/index_en.htm, (last accessed July 
29th 2013), 9. 

106 See, n 4.  
107 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-11-630_en.htm 
108 See n 4. 
109 Ibid. 
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increasing incentives, it also promotes the diffusion of a standard and consequently the incorporated 
patents. 110   
 
 
However, in this context, balancing between IP laws and competition, the challenge developing 
standards has to recognize a fundamental balance of interests between those of innovators who 
own standard essential patents (SEP) and invest in risky technology development for emerging 
standards, as well as the interests of those seeking to adopt the standards and make use of such 
innovative technologies through licenses. It requires consideration of two equally important goals: 
(1) providing adequate compensation to the developers and contributors of technology through the 
licensing of SEPs on fair terms; and (2) ensuring reasonable access to the technology for 
implementers who want to produce and sell standard compliant products. 
 
The potential for conflict between patents and standardisation arises though when the 
implementation of a standard necessitates the inclusion of proprietary technology. The case of 
‘essential’ intellectual property rights’ is at the core of this tension. The risk that may emerge during 
the standardisation process is that the implementation of the specifications will necessarily infringe 
the proprietary rights described in IPRs. A patent will be considered ‘essential’ if the standard 
necessitate the use of proprietary technical solutions. Should it do so, the collective interest in the 
standard confronts the private interests of the IPR holder111. This has led to an increasing number of 
conflicts and to new attempts to resolve them at different levels: at the institutional level (IPR 
policies), at the policy level (areas of competition, IPR, and standardisation policy) and in other 
multilateral contexts (patent pooling and other licensing schemes).112 
 
The scope of the challenges and issues is wide. At the international level they involve trade and 
investment issues, such as national versus international standards and whether and under what 
circumstances the adoption of national or regional standards would constitute a technical-barrier-
to-trade (TBT) under WTO rules, and issues for consumers and producers who stand to lose beneficial 
network effects and economies of scale. At the more local level they involve challenges such as 
appropriate patent disclosure requirements and dealing with emerging technologies where their 
relationship to emerging standards remains unclear, and how to reduce the transactions costs, risk 
and uncertainty concerning patent licensing in markets for new technologies. Other issues include 
e.g. ‘lock-ins’ and ‘hold-ups’, ‘submarines’ and the activity of ‘trolls’, all of which can significantly add 
to the time and the cost of bringing new technologies and the products that use them to market.113 
 
 

110 Ibid. 
111  See n 22, 16. 
112  Ibid., 11. 
113  Ibid, 24. 
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EU   
 

At the interface between IPRs and competition, standard setting is a field of growing importance. 
Here, the European Commission supports the view that in order to avoid potential distortions of 
competition “standard-setting should be carried out in an open and transparent way” 114 , thus 
establishing a balance between IPR owners and users of a standard.115 This is of particular relevance 
in areas where interoperability and thus transparent ex-ante disclosure of essential IP rights and 
licensing terms are key (e.g. FRAND terms). 116     
 
Most SSOs have adopted written policies to govern situations where standards comprise patent-
protected technologies. In such situations, efficient licensing of the related patents is a precondition 
to the success of the standard. IPR policies aim at efficient SEP licensing and usually comprise both 
disclosure and licensing commitments. 
 
Disclosure rules specify under which conditions members or participants of the SSO are required to 
inform the organisation that it owns IPRs that are essential to the standard, or may become essential 
when the final standards text is adopted. Licensing commitments ensure that licenses for patents 
with essential claims are available to all implementers or that these patents will not be asserted 
against implementers of a standards-compliant product. 
 
The most common licensing commitment is a commitment to license on fair, reasonable and non-
discriminatory (FRAND) terms. The current IPR policies of SSOs leave the specification of what 
constitutes FRAND to bilateral negotiation and the Courts.117 
The SSO ETSI, a member-driven organisation, has a very clear and long established IPR policy118 and 
guidance on IPRs to implement the policy. Nonetheless, they continuously try to improve their 
FRAND conditions to better accommodate the needs of their members.119 The ETSI IPR Policy seeks 
to reduce the risk that standards-making efforts might be wasted if essential IPRs are unavailable 
under Fair, Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) terms and conditions. At the same time, it 

114  See n 14, 9.  
115  COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE COUNCIL, THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE EUROPEAN 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE, Towards an increased contribution from standardisation to innovation in 
Europe, COM(2008) 133 final, 10, http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/european-standards/standardisation-
policy/policy-activities/innovation/, (last accessed August 12th 2013). 

116  COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, THE COUNCIL, THE EUROPEAN 
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE AND THE COMMITTEE OF THE REGIONS, A Digital Agenda for Europe, 
COM(2010) 245 final/2, http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/information_society/strategies/si0016_en.htm, 
(last accessed August 12th 2013). 

117  See n 6. 
118  For more details see http://www.etsi.org/about/iprs-in-etsi, (last accessed July 31st 2013). 
119  IPR dialogue continues at ETSI, http://www.etsi.org/news-events/news/672-2013-05-etsi-ipr-committee-

dialogue?highlight=YToxOntpOjA7czo1OiJmcmFuZCI7fQ==, (last accessed July 31st 2013). 
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is recognized that IPR holders should be fairly and adequately rewarded for the use of their IPRs in 
the implementation of ETSI standards.120 
 
Regarding IP in future standards, some argue that the SSOs’ IPR policies have found ways to balance 
competing interests.121 The objective of ETSI’s IPR Policy is to balance the rights and interests of IPR 
holders and the implementers need to get access to the technology defined in standards under 
FRAND terms and conditions.122 
 
Standards rely on technical contributions from various sources. These contributions may contain 
patented technologies and other protected rights such as IPRs. When it is not possible on technical 
grounds to make or operate equipment or methods which comply with a standard without infringing 
an IPR, i.e. without using technologies that are covered by one or more IPR, ETSI describes IPR as 
‘essential’.123 
 
Each member of ETSI is obliged to ‘use its reasonable endeavours to timely inform’ ETSI of SEPs it 
becomes aware of’. In particular, Members which are submitting a technical proposal for a standard 
‘shall, on a bona fide basis, draw the attention of ETSI’124 to any IPRs they hold that might be essential 
if the proposal is adopted.125 The information obligation does, however, not imply any obligation on 
a member to conduct IPR search. ETSI published a survival guide for the chairmen of committees 
with respect to SEPs on their web site. 
 
A license126 is a permission granted by the IPR owner to another entity to use the protected rights 
conferred by an IPR on agreed terms and conditions, while the IPR owner continues to retain 
ownership of the IPR. Specific licensing terms and negotiations are commercial issues between the 
companies and are never addressed within ETSI.  
 
However, ex-ante disclosure of licensing terms is allowed in ETSI. This is a mechanism by which 
essential IPR holders disclose their licensing terms (e.g. royalty rates) before the patented technology 
is selected as part of a standard.127 
 

120  See presentation M.Dor, ETSI, seminar Dec 10th 2016, at IP key website.  
121  See for example the empirical study of Contreras, J.L., “An Empirical Study of the Effects of Ex Ante Licensing 

Disclosure Policies on the Development of Voluntary Technical Standards”, Washington College of Law Washington, 
DC for NIST Standards Services Group, Under NIST Contract No. SB134110SE1033, GCR 11-934, Release Date: June 
27, 2011. 

122 See ETSI website, http://www.etsi.org/about/how-we-work/intellectual-property-rights-iprs 
123 Ibid. 
124 ETSI IPR policy, http://www.etsi.org/images/files/IPR/etsi-ipr-policy.pdf 
125 Ibid, Art. 4.1 
126 See n 22. 
127 See ETSI IPR policy, http://www.etsi.org/images/files/IPR/etsi-ipr-policy.pdf 
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On SEP-related cases, ETSI supports the CJEU decision on the use of injunctions. However, they 
recognise that the CJEU will not resolve the issue if a licensor or a licensee are not prepared to 
negotiate. In addition, the exhaustion of SEPs within specific antitrust boundaries are still not clearly 
defined.128 
 

China 
 
In this paragraph, China’s IPR policies for SSOs are discussed; first from a government and then from 
the industry perspective. 
 
Government perspective 
The drafting process of China’s laws, e.g. the forth revision of the Patent Law, the Regulation on 
Inventor Remuneration and other areas such as anti-unfair competition and protection of trade 
secrets are a good example of how IPR protection has been further developed. This process has 
allowed for extensive comments and suggestions to be submitted by European businesses, which 
has brought laws closer to international standards and helped Chinese policymakers to understand 
the issues faced by IP owners.129 
 
After more than 10 years of revision and in order to balance interests and to regulate the 
management of national standards, encourage innovation, promote the adoption of new technology 
in national standards, protect interests of the public, patentees and interested parties, and secure 
effective implementation of national standards, the SAC and the SIPO issued the Administrative 
Regulation on National Standards Involving Patents (Interim Regulations) 130 , concerning the 
formulation and implementation of national standards involving essential patents, on 19 December 
2013. The Interim Regulations include five chapters in accordance with international rules and 24 
articles; being effective January 1st 2014.131 
 
The Interim Regulations impose obligations regarding the disclosure of essential patents that a party 
owns or knows about. A party that fails to make the required disclosures may be held legally 
responsible. In addition, even parties not participating in the formation or revision of national 
standards are encouraged to disclose essential patents they own or of which they are aware.132 
 

128 See presentation of M.Dor, ETSI at EU-China IPR seminar, at IP Key website. 
129 EURObiz, Journal of the European Union Chamber of Commerce in China, Sept/Oct. 2015. 
130 国家华准涉及华利的管理华定（华行）自 2014 年 1 月 1 日起施行(Interim Provisions on the Administration of 

National Standards Involving Patents, hereinafter ‘Interim measures’) Chinese text 
available from SIPO website. <http://www.sipo.gov.cn/zcfg/flfg/zl/bmgfxwj/201401/ 
t20140103_894910.html> (last accessed on March 1st 2015). 

131 See presentation G. Jihuan, SAC, Policy on National Standards Involving Patents in China, at EU-China seminar on IPR 
in Standardisation, at IP Key website. 

132 Managing Intellectual Property, China patent: Standards and patents policy finally issued, Feb. 27th 2014. 
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The Interim Regulations provide that patents involved in the formation and revision of national 
standards should be licensed on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms. If the patent 
holder does not agree to license on FRAND terms, the national standards should not include such 
patents except in the case of mandatory national standards. If the patent holder does not agree to 
license the patents on FRAND terms, the SAC, SIPO and relevant authorities are to negotiate with the 
patent holder a method for the patent holder to divest the relevant patents.133 
 
The Interim measures provide for a broad definition of SEP in national standards (article 4), 
prohibition of inclusion of patents in mandatory national standards in principle (article 14); disclosure 
requirement (article 5), licensing declaration, principle and their effects to assignee (Article 9, Article 
13)134. In particular, the article 9 provides for three options for licensing principles to be made in the 
declaration: (1) FRAND Royalty Free, (2) FRAND, or (3) neither of the above. In theory, patent holders 
are free not to license by selecting the third option. However, as article 10 of the Interim measure 
provides a principle of non-inclusion in the national standards in case of the third option, this option 
seems to be highly discouraged.135 
 
Whereas the Interim Regulations provide the legal framework for patents in standards, the 
complementary GB/T 20003.1-2014 are about ‘The Special Procedures of Standards Formulation - 
Part 1: Standards Involving Patents’, covering the practical aspect of standardisation such as 
formulation or revision of standards involving patents.136 
 
Furthermore, a current proposal in the draft 4th Amendment of Patent law includes a draft new 
article 82 that requires a patent holder to grant licenses in case of failure to disclose SEP related to 
national standards during the standard setting process137. As mentioned before, the new proposal 
seems to create a regime of a compulsory licensing for patents that are included in national 
standards, if IP holders failed to disclose during the standard setting process. 
 
In addition to article 82 of the proposed amendment, article 15 of the Interim provision also provides 
for a procedure to resolve the situation of a patent included in a mandatory national standard where 
the right holder choose not to comply the FRAND or Royalty Free FRAND. As China is a member of 

133 Ibid. 
134 国家华准涉及华利的管理华定（华行）自 2014 年 1 月 1 日起施行(Interim Provisions on the Administration of 

National Standards Involving Patents, hereinafter ‘Interim measures’) Chinese text 
available from SIPO website. <http://www.sipo.gov.cn/zcfg/flfg/zl/bmgfxwj/201401/ 
t20140103_894910.html> (last accessed on March 1st 2015). 

135 Y. Li, N. Lee, European standards in Chinese Courts – a case of SEP and FRAND disputes in China. 
136 Presentation Xu, Junqi, CCSA, An introduction to CCSA IPR Policy, Sept. 7th 2015. 
137 中华人民共和国华利法修改草案（征求意华稿）》条文华照 (Comparison of text: Draft for public 

comments on the 4th Amendment of the Patent Law), Chinese text available from SIPO’s website 
<http://www.sipo.gov.cn/ztzl/ywzt/zlfjqssxzdscxg/xylzlfxg/201504/t20150401_1095940.html>, 
(last accessed on June 1st 2015). 
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WTO, a compulsory licensing whether in the patent law or adjacent regulatory measures needs to 
be TRIPs compliant.138 
 
Additionally, on 7 April 2015, the SAIC has published a proposal on the further regulatory provision 
against IP abuse, ‘Provisions of the State Administration for Industry and Commerce on Prohibiting 
the Abuse of Intellectual Property Rights to Preclude or Restrict Competition’ (hereinafter the 
Provisions), which came into effect on 1 August 2015.139 The Provisions contain a general duty of 
disclosure of IPRs during the standardization (Article 13, para 2(1)), a definition of a SEP (Article 13, 
para 3) as well as licensing principle of FRAND and prohibition of refusal to license, among others 
(Article 13, para 2(2)), for a business operator with a dominant market position. As the Provisions 
seemed to introduce an essential facility doctrine,140 there are some remaining questions as to 
whether the Provisions are making all patents included in national standards an essential facility in 
the context of anti-monopoly law in China. 
 
The Industry perspective 
The industry represented at the seminar, Huawei141 and Philips142, mirrored the already discussed 
government policies for patents in standards and the SSOs developing them.  
According to the platform IPlytics143, the number of patents that claim an invention on standards is 
consequently constantly increasing, not least thanks to emerging technologies like the Internet of 
Things, Currently, there are about 300,000 declared SEPs (licensing statement, FRAND commitment, 
reciprocity statement, etc.). This is little wonder since SEPs may be extremely lucrative in terms of 
royalty income, but also in terms of being strong bargaining chips in cross-licensing negotiations. 144 
 
For years, Huawei has proactively advocated strong IPR protection, including paid use mechanisms, 
to reduce disputes and promote innovation and technological advancement. Huawei is one of the 
first Chinese enterprises to have signed cross-licensing agreements with Western companies. Every 
year, Huawei pays approximately 300 million USD in royalties to legitimately use patented 

138 Agreement on Trade–Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, 15 April 1994, 33 I.L.M. 81, 
Article 31. 

139 关于禁⽌止华⽤用知华华华排除、限制华争⾏行华的华定 2015 年 4 月 7 日国家工商行政管理华局令 第 74 号

公布）(Provisions of the State Administration for Industry and Commerce on Prohibiting the Abuse of Intellectual 
Property Rights to Preclude or Restrict Competition). Chinese text available on SAIC website. 
<http://www.saic.gov.cn/zwgk/zyfb/zjl/fld/201504/t20150413_155103.html> (last accessed on June 1st 2015). 

140 Ibid, Article 7 of the Provision. 
141 Z. Peng, IPR Policy of SSO, Huawei at EU-China seminar, see IP Key website. 
142 P. Zhang, Perspectives from Industry regarding patent policy and regulation of SSO, Philips, at EU-China seminar, see 

IP Key website. 
143 http://www.iplytics.com/ 
144 See IAM, Changing Outlook, Jan 2016. 
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technologies of industry peers. Huawei also licenses own patented technologies to other 
companies.145 
 
The industry considers SEPs very valuable and expects SSOs to meet technical requirements, reduce 
the infringement risk of implementation and to balance public needs and the rights of the owners of 
IPRs.146 The rationale behind FRAND regarding SEPs is understood to 1) prevent SEP holders to 
exercise market power they have gained as a result of standardization by charging royalties (see case 
Huawei v IDC); and 2) To ensure that SEP holders will reap adequate rewards from their 
innovations.147 
 
SSOs should encourage and attract all stakeholders (in particular innovators) to participate and to 
reduce the risk of a free ride on others’ innovations. If all relevant innovators are motivated to join 
the SSOs, the chance of an unexpected ambush also will be greatly reduced.148 
 
One of the ‘Hot topics’ remaining in this context is the definition of FRAND and of ‘reasonable 
royalties’. Huawei’s application for summary judgment on Unwired Planet’s patent licensing 
proposals was refused by the High Court (UK). The High Court handed down judgment on an interim 
application by Huawei requesting the court to make a summary ruling that two worldwide portfolio 
licence proposals made by Unwired Planet are not FRAND. In refusing the application, Mr Justice 
Birss considered that he could not make a summary ruling without considering the full factual 
background and competition law issues.149 Unwired Planet asserts that Samsung and Huawei have 
infringed several SEPs relevant to mobile telecommunications standards. Samsung and Huawei have 
defended the claims based (in part) upon allegations that Unwired Planet has breached competition 
law. 
 
Philips has been innovating for more than 100 years and thus has continually developed new 
technologies, creating a substantial IP portfolio. On a special website on IP and standards, IP 
information, the portfolio, licenses, standards, IP acquisition, etc. can be found.150  
 
Another topic is to enhance the transparency of patent disclosure, particularly for a company like 
Philips with a huge number of patents. In addition, is very complicated and very time and cost 
consuming to determine the essentiality of a patent. When a standard is still in the drafting stage, 

145 Ch. Lifang, Huawei Committed to Open IPR Licensing System and to Enhancing Europe's Role as a Global Innovation 
Leader, http://pr.huawei.com/en/news/hw-205384-ipr.htm#.Vry0LFK2p6I, (last accessed May 5th 2013). 

146 See n 120. 
147 Ibid. 
148 See n 121. 
149  Birss J's decision in Unwired Planet International Ltd v Huawei Technologies Co Ltd & Ors [2015] EWHC 2097 (Pat) 

(21 July 2015) is available here; also here http://theinjunctionsblog.com/huaweis-application-for-summary-
judgment-on-unwired-planets-patent-licensing-proposals-refused-by-the-high-court/ 

150  http://www.ip.philips.com/about 
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normally relevant patents have not been granted. Eventually, patents from different countries may 
have different scopes of claims and the courts of different countries may have different ways to 
confirm an infringement. Disclosure with good faith is the basic requirement. A general commitment 
to license on FRAND terms any patents a member of SSOs may have, together with encouragement 
to disclose specific patents when identified. 
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GOVERNMENT POLICIES FOR IPR STANDARDISATION 
 
This chapter further elaborates on the government policies for IPR in standards in the EU and in China 
already introduced in chapter 2. 

EU   
 
 
Introduced in chapter 2, in general, in Europe standard-setting results from voluntary cooperation 
between industry, academia, public authorities and other interested parties. There is no government 
intervention in standard-setting. In the view of the European Commission (EC), it is also not, and 
should not be, an antitrust agency’s role to interfere with the nature of the standard-setting process 
unless there are competition concerns, such as issues of collusion and exclusion by anti-competitive 
coordination or IPR related abuses. The role of the competition authorities in the latter is not to 
impose a specific IPR policy on SSOs, but to indicate which elements may or may not be problematic. 
It is then up to industry itself to choose which scheme best suits its needs within these parameters. 
Whilst the EC published guidelines on the competition law assessment of standardisation 
agreements, including IPR policies, these guidelines do not, however, prescribe a particular policy.151 
 
As discussed before, IPRs represent a more proprietary aspect and standards more of a public 
domain one. This difference entails a certain tension in their relationship, which may cause a broad 
scope for conflict and therefore a need for policy attention. Besides this, there has been a rising 
propensity to use patents, together with a growing reliance on standards activities. Since 
standardisation has moved more towards the coordination of technologies, it has also taken on a 
more active role in the knowledge-creation process. On the other hand, the pooling of IPR has 
become an issue relevant for standardisation. This phenomenon is exacerbated by the increasing 
intensity of patenting in particular areas, e.g. in mobile telecommunication and semi-conductors.  
 
The effect of how IPR and standards are being used, combined with some other changing framework 
conditions (like the internationalisation of markets, the convergence of technologies and the 
increasing pace of technological change) has led to a growing tendency to conflict. Consequently, 
the dynamic balancing of private and public knowledge has become a constant area of concern for 
both SSOs described in the previous chapter and for government agencies, the topic of this 
chapter.152 
 

151 Standard-setting and competition, http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-10-1702_en.htm and 
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/publications/cpn/2011_1_1_en.pdf. 

152 See n 22, 16. 
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The regulatory approach of the EC to SEP-related IPR policy153 is characterised by the core objectives 
of 
 

1. Incentives and rewards for R&D, innovation and contribution of top technology to standards. 
A broad and open technology base shall create a wide range of business opportunities and 
wide interoperability for the benefit of consumers. 

2. Access to technology at fair terms in a smooth process to ensure wide dissemination of a 
standard and its technology. 

 
SSOs view on the development of standards confirm key aspects of Lory’s and Dor’s seminar 
presentations: Standardisation is in essence a private initiative. The government can define priorities, 
but technological choices are in the realm of technical experts. The choice of technology should 
remain independent of IP considerations. 
 
In practice, according to the EC, the SSOs should focus on ensuring the quality of SEP declarations 
and access to SEP-related information. They should also support work on access and quality of SEP 
status, links to patent offices and courts as well as third party essentiality checks. SEP licensing shall 
be flexible to adapt to the constantly changing technological and business environment (e.g. Internet 
of Things), take into account sector-specific considerations and allow for licensing across the value 
chain. 
 
Competition law issues in the standardisation context  
The new EU rules come into force at a time when competition authorities across the globe are 
increasing antitrust enforcement at the interface between IPR and competition law. 154 
 
Standard-setting is generally achieved by means of an agreement between firms and other entities, 
often competing in the same market. It is, therefore, subject to Article 101 TFEU. Given standards’ 
positive economic effects, standardisation agreements are generally compatible with Article 101 
TFEU, even if they are agreements between competitors to adopt a single technology.  
 
SEPs can, however, confer significant market power on their holders. Once a standard has been 
agreed and industry players have invested heavily in standard-compliant products, the market is de- 
facto locked into both the standard and the relevant SEPs. This gives companies the potential to 
behave in anti-competitive ways, for example by "holding up" users after the adoption of the 
standard, by excluding competitors from the market, extracting excessive royalty fees, setting cross-

153 For more details, see presentation of M. Koenig, European Commissions approach to IPR in Standards, at IP Key 
website. 

154 For more details, see “Competition policy brief”, Issue 8, June 2014 and 
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/cases/dec_docs/39985/39985_928_16.pdf (last accessed Feb. 10th 
2016). 
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licence terms which the licensee would not otherwise agree to, or forcing the licensee to give up any 
claims against SEPs.  
 
To alleviate these competition concerns and to ensure that the benefits of standardisation are 
promulgated, companies owning patents that are essential to implement a standard are required by 
many SSOs to commit to licensing their SEPs on FRAND terms, aiming to reward the IP holder but 
also to ensure that technology incorporated in a standard is accessible to producers of standard-
compliant products. 
 
The recent report on patents and standards commissioned by the EC is specifying barriers to efficient 
SEP licensing and potential options to improve the system.155 Enforcement and injunctions must 
remain available for SEPs to address hold-up problems. However, there are limits and obligations to 
control hold-up risks – no injunctions against willing licensees. Possible clarification of rules on 
injunctions are included in the Enforcement Directive that is currently revisited. Decision of the Court 
in the Huawei v ZTE case provides clarification on mutual obligations of SEP holder and licensee. 
Arbitration is seen as an efficient solution for FRAND disputes, aiming for results for entire and world-
wide portfolios. The new Unified Patent Court will provide an effective mediation and arbitration 
facility. 
 
Encouragement and support of the formation of patent pools as a one-stop solution for licensing a 
bundle of SEPs owned by different entities shall also be provided, thereby mitigating transaction 
costs, avoiding royalty stacking and creating a level playing field. 
 
  

155 For more details, see the full study to be found in n 6. The study reviews and analyses a total 15 specific options to 
improve the current system governing patent-based standardization.  
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China  
 
From a practical point of view, the analysis of SEPs and their abuse is regulated in the Anti-Monopoly 
Law (AML).156 At the legislative level, Article 55 of the AML offers a general framework regarding the 
application of competition law with respect to the exercise of IPR. If a firm misuses its IPR in order 
to eliminate or restrict competition, the AML shall apply to such conducts. 
 
Article 55 of the AML stipulates that “the law is not applicable to undertakings who exercise their 
intellectual property rights in accordance with the laws and administrative regulations on intellectual 
property rights; however, this Law shall be applicable to the undertakings who eliminate or restrict 
market competition by abusing their intellectual property rights.”157 
 
Thus, if a business operator misuses its IPR in order to eliminate or restrict competition, the AML 
shall be applicable to such conduct. Yet, exactly which conduct would be considered a ‘misuse’ is not 
clear under the AML, as the term ‘misuse of IPR' has not been defined. However, the AML regulators 
and courts are likely to adopt a broad interpretation of the term in order to cover abusive conducts 
in relation to the exercise of IPR, which may include the obtainment, grant, acquisition, exercise and 
transfer of IPR.158 
 
To evaluate the market power of participants in relevant markets, Articles 18 and 19 of the AML 
specify the factors that should be taken into consideration and certain market share thresholds that 
give rise to a presumption of dominance; these are applicable to IP-related markets as well.159 
 
In practice, it is still difficult to fully consider all of these factors in determining whether a firm holds 
a dominant market position and there is no specific objective quantitative standard. Therefore, 
Article 19 states that firms that have any of the following characteristics may be assumed to hold a 
dominant market position: (1) a market share of one firm in relevant market accounts for more than 
50%; (2) a joint market share of two firms as a whole in relevant market accounts for more than 66%; 
(3) a joint market share of three firms as a whole in relevant market accounts for more than 75%.160 
In this context, the analysis of the dominant market position is also informed by e.g. the market value 
and application level of a standard, the existence of other standards in the market, the degree of 
distribution of the SEPs or the capacities of the licensing parties to constrain each other.161 

156 See presentation L. Jian, NDRC, Practice and Thoughts concerning Anti-Monopoly Regulation of the Abuse of SEPs, 
at IP Key website. 

157 MOFCOM AML 2008, at 
http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/article/policyrelease/Businessregulations/201303/20130300045909.shtml 

158 http://globalcompetitionreview.com/know-how/topics/80/jurisdictions/27/china/ 
159 http://www.chinalawvision.com/2014/08/articles/competitionantitrust-law-of-th/abuse-of-dominance-in-relation-

to-intellectual-property-from-chinas-perspective/ 
160 Ibid. 
161 Presentation L. Jian, NDRC., see IP Key Website. 
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In the Qualcomm case (see next chapter), the abusive market behaviour of Qualcomm as found by 
NDRC included charging unfairly high royalty fees in the SEPs’ markets, tying the SEPs with non-SEPs 
and imposing unreasonable trading conditions in the baseband chip market. NDRC deems tying SEPs 
license with non-SEPs as abusive, which is consistent with the Huawei v IDC case. According to the 
authority, “unfairly high” is indicated by charging royalty fees for outdated SEPs, compulsory free 
cross-license and an unreasonable calculation basis. NDRC ordered Qualcomm to cease the illegal 
behaviours in several aspects, for instance, providing licensees with a patent list and adjusting the 
calculation basis for royalty fees.162 The Provisions echo Article 55 of the Anti-Monopoly Law (AML) 
in trying to set the boundaries between the legitimate exercising of IPR and abuse of IPR that 
eliminates or restricts competition. 
 
As introduced in the previous chapter, on 7 April 2015, SAIC published a proposal on the further 
regulatory provision against IP abuse, ‘Provisions of the State Administration for Industry and 
Commerce on Prohibiting the Abuse of Intellectual Property Rights to Preclude or Restrict 
Competition’ (hereinafter the Provisions), which came into effect on August 1st 2015.163 
 
In addition, the three anti-monopoly law enforcement institutions have drafted and issues their 
respective parts of the “Guidelines on the Anti-Monopoly Law Enforcement Related to IP Matters” 
coordinated by the Office of the Anti- Monopoly Committee of the State Council. The submission of 
the Guidelines and their respective drafts to the Office of the Anti-Monopoly Committee of China’s 
State Council was planned for the end of March 2016. 
 
In the week of the EU-China Seminar on IPR in Standardisation, SAIC released a draft of its Anti-
Monopoly Law Enforcement Related to IP Matters Guidelines, which are very similar to its AML-IP 
rules with the addition of several provisions, including some on merger analysis and price-related 
conduct, two areas over which SAIC has no enforcement authority.  
 
Importantly, in the Regulations the pro-competitive nature of promoting IP is recognized (article 2), 
the relevant markets are defined (article 3, para 2) and the "abuse of IPRs to exclude or restrain 
competition" refer s to such monopolistic acts as use of IPRs against the provisions prescribed in the 
Anti-Monopoly Law, performance of monopoly agreements and abuse of a dominant market 

162 China – NDRC Released The Complete Administrative Sanction Decision For The Qualcomm Case, at 
http://www.conventuslaw.com/archive/china-ndrc-released-the-complete-administrative-sanction-decision-for-
the-qualcomm-case/, March 2015. 

163 关于禁⽌止华⽤用知华华华排除、限制华争⾏行华的华定 2015 年 4 月 7 日国家工商行政管理华局令第 74 号

公布）(Provisions of the State Administration for Industry and Commerce on Prohibiting the Abuse of Intellectual 
Property Rights to Preclude or Restrict Competition). Chinese text available on SAIC website. 
<http://www.saic.gov.cn/zwgk/zyfb/zjl/fld/201504/t20150413_155103.html> (last accessed 
on June 1st 2015). 
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position (except price monopoly) by any business operator (article 3, para 1). The Regulations 
stipulate that the market dominant position shall be determined and presumed in accordance with 
Articles 18 and 19 of the AML (article 6, para 2). 164 
 
The draft guidelines also add a provision that would subject a standard-essential patent holder to 
possible AML liability for seeking injunctive relief.  With regard to the topic of FRAND and injunctive 
relief, the draft guidelines also add a provision that would subject a SEP holder to possible AML 
liability for seeking injunctive relief: 
 
(1) without first providing notice to the alleged infringer, including specifying the alleged 
infringement; 
(2) without considering the expressed intention of the accused infringer to negotiate a FRAND license, 
or without extending a written offer of license; 
(3) when the accused infringer “expressly states its willingness” to be bound by a neutral third-party 
FRAND adjudication (namely a court or, if agreed upon by both parties, an arbitrator); or 
(4) “other events decided by the antitrust law enforcement agency of the State Council.” (Chapter 
VII, article 30). 
 
In addition, the draft guidelines further provide that an SEP holder “shall” be permitted to seek in 
junctive relief when it provides evidence that the accused infringer: 
 
(1) “clearly lacks good faith to negotiate,” 
(2) “fails to actively engage in the negotiation in accordance with commercial practice or in good 
faith,” 
(3) “deliberately protracts the negotiation process,” 
(4) “refuses to pay royalties,” or 
(5) “is unable to pay royalties and damages.” 165 
 
The latest, seventh draft was published by SAIC for public comments on February 4th 2016.166  
 
IPR issues in mergers 
In certain merger cases, IPRs represent important issues and may lead to anti-competitive effects. It 
is an element in assessing mergers according to Article 27 of AML. This article stipulates the factors 

164 For details, see presentation Y. Jie, New Developments of the Anti-monopoly Rules Related to IP Matters in China, at 
IP Key website. 

165 An Update On China’s Anti-Monopoly Law Guidelines On IP, at http://www.law360.com/articles/737570/an-update-
on-china-s-anti-monopoly-law-guidelines-on-ip (last accessed Feb. 12th 2016). 

166 SAIC published for public comment its draft Guidelines On Anti-Trust Enforcement Against IP Abuse, dated February 
2, 2016,  <关于华用知华华华的反华断华法指南（国家工商华局第七稿>公开征求意华的公告> . 
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MOFCOM considers when approving a merger together with the guidance on market definition 
issued by the AML Committee of the State Council.167 
 
In horizontal mergers, the integration of complementary patents may substantially strengthen the 
market position of the merged company. This, in turn, may increase competition cost and lead to 
market entry difficulties, as well as damage consumer interests. In vertical mergers, the combination 
of patents and down-stream products may result in foreclosure effects in down-stream product 
market. Different Approaches towards SEPs and Non-SEPs have to be considered.168 
 
Patent licencing markets were defined in, for example, the cases Microsoft v Nokia (2014) and Nokia 
v Lucent (2015). On 19 October 2015 the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) announced the first 
conditionally approved merger of 2015, concerning Nokia's acquisition of Alcatel-Lucent. This 
marked the second time that Nokia has been the subject of a MOFCOM merger review relating to 
mobile communications standard-essential patents, after MOFCOM conditionally approved 
Microsoft's acquisition of Nokia's device and service divisions in April 2014. In this earlier case, 
MOFCOM considered that the concentration could inhibit or restrict competition in China's 
smartphone market in the light of Microsoft's ownership of a number of important smartphone-
related patents and Nokia's holding of thousands of standard-essential patents for communication 
technologies.  
 
After several rounds of negotiations, MOFCOM finally accepted the commitments and remedy plans 
proposed by Microsoft and Nokia, respectively, and conditionally approved the concentration. As 
the seller, Nokia committed to comply with the fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory (FRAND) 
principle with respect to related standard-essential patents. In its recent acquisition of Alcatel-Lucent, 
Nokia notably made more stringent and comprehensive commitments with respect of its 
telecommunications standard-essential patents, including those previously owned by Alcatel-
Lucent.169 
 
While the European Commission approved the merger in Phase I without remedies, the Chinese 
authority (MOFCOM) required Nokia to make commitments in relation to the licensing of the 
acquired standard essential patents (SEPs).  MOFCOM’s market analysis suggested that Nokia’s 
market position for 4G SEPs (presumably based on patent declarations) would climb from second to 
first, and considered that “it’s possible that Nokia will use its standard-essential patents (SEPs) to 
exclude or restrict the relevant market competition after the deal”.  MOFCOM further stated: “After 
the concentration, the possible unreasonable changes of Nokia’s charges of SEPs will bring 

167 See presentation of Y. Yanling, IPR issues in merger review, see IP Key website. 
168 Ibid. 
169 Nokia/Alcatel-Lucent highlights competition effects of standard-essential patents , at 

http://www.internationallawoffice.com/Newsletters/Competition-Antitrust/China/AnJie-Law-Firm/NokiaAlcatel-
Lucent-highlights-competition-effects-of-standard-essential-patents, Jan 14th 2016. 
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differences to the landscape of China’s mobile terminal manufacturing market and Wifi equipment 
manufacturing market. It will exclude and restrict the market competition and finally impair the 
interest of consumers”.  As a result of MOFCOM’S concerns, Nokia “promised to continue to abide 
by FRAND rules with regards to SEPs, and also made commitments on topics concerning the 
prohibition and transferring of SEPs”.170  
 

COURT DECISIONS INVOLVING IPR IN STANDARDS  
 
This session of the seminar focused on key court decisions involving Standard Essential Patents (SEPs) in 
standards in Europe and in China. 
 

EU 
 

As highlighted in session 3, SEPs may give companies the potential to behave in anti-competitive ways. A 
market-dominating position is derived not (solely) from the creative achievement underlying the invention. 
Rather, it is based at least in part on the fact that access to the product market is dependent on the adherence 
to the standard (cf. German Federal Court of Justice, 13 July 2004, Case No. KZR 40/02, 36 IIC 742 [2005] – 
Standard Tight-Head Drum). 
 
Especially in the wireless telecommunication sector, SEPs have become a key battleground between 
technology companies with large patent portfolios – standards incorporate more technology and 
consequently a greater number of patents and as mobile phones have become more sophisticated. 
 
In Germany, Samsung and Motorola were each in negotiation with Apple for the licensing of their respective 
mobile telecoms SEPs.  Those negotiations subsequently broke down, prompting Samsung and Motorola to 
bring patent infringement proceedings against Apple in the German Courts.  In the context of those patent 
infringement proceedings they applied for interim injunctions for their respective SEPs. This encouraged the 
European Commission to open formal competition investigations against Samsung and Motorola to determine 
whether those proceedings constitute an abuse of a dominant position. 
 
The Commission has since concluded its cases against Samsung171 and Motorola172.  In the case of an SEP, the 
Commission’s position is that where a patent holder has given a commitment to license on FRAND terms and 
the potential licensee is “willing” to negotiate a licence on that basis, the seeking of an injunction by the patent 
holder could constitute an abuse of a dominant position contrary to Article 102 TFEU. In the Commission’s 

170 More details, http://www.bristowsclipboard.com/post/nokia-alcatel-lucent-s-sep-portfolio-a-tale-of-two-
mergers#sthash.MKD0ezd2.dpuf 

171 Case AT.39939-Samsung - Enforcement of UMTS standard essential patents, Commission Decision of 29 April 2014 
(see IP 14/490). See also MEMO/14/322. 

172  Case AT.39985-Motorola - Enforcement of GPRS standard essential patents, Commission Decision of 29 April 2014 
(see IP 14/489). 
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view, the SEP holder can use the threat of an injunction to distort licensing negotiations and impose unjustified 
licensing terms on licensees. 
 
In Samsung, the Commission decided not to proceed to an infringement decision and instead accepted legally 
binding commitments (under Article 9 of Regulation 1/2003, commitment decision) offered by Samsung not 
to seek injunctions in relation to any of its present and future SEPs for mobile devices for a period of 5 years 
against any potential licensee that agrees to accept a particular licensing framework for the determination of 
FRAND terms and conditions.  The detailed licensing framework provides for: 
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• a negotiation period of 12 months; and 
• if no agreement is reached, a third party FRAND determination by a court or arbitrator. 

In Motorola, the Commission went down another path and adopted an infringement decision (under Article 
7 of Regulation 1/2003, prohibition decision) against Motorola finding that it had abused its dominant position 
by seeking an injunction against Apple in relation to its SEP for the GPRS standard.  However, the Commission 
exercised its discretion (and exceptionally) did not impose a fine because of the divergent decisions of 
Member States and the absence of EU case law.173 
 
It is not every day that the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) takes a look at the enforcement of 
patents in a situation like the one of Huawei v. ZTE on July 16th 2015 (C-170/13)174. This holds in particular for 
the area of technical standards that market participants want and need and where patents have to be used 
to access the market because they are incorporated in a standard. 175 
 
The case above was brought by Huawei against ZTE, concerning the latter’s marketing of mobile network 
products in Germany which incorporated software linked to the 4G “Long Term Evolution” (LTE) standard. The 
parties entered into negotiations to conclude a licensing agreement on FRAND terms for Huawei’s patent but 
failed to reach an agreement. As a result, Huawei brought an action before the Landgericht Düsseldorf (a 
German State Court of Justice) for infringement of its patent, seeking an injunction prohibiting the 
continuation of the infringement, an order for the rendering of accounts, the recall of products and an award 
of damages. 
 
The CJEU has ruled that the holder of an SEP who has committed to license its standard essential Patent on 
FRAND terms may be found in breach of the competition rules (Article 102 TFEU) by seeking an injunction 
against a potential licensee in certain circumstances.  In doing so, the CJEU’s judgment sets out a number of 
steps that should be followed in SEP patent licensing negotiations. 
 
On 16 July 2015, the CJEU handed down its long-awaited judgment in Huawei v ZTE, concerning the potential 
for enforcement action by holders of SEPs to infringe EU competition rules against abuse of a dominant 
position.  As hoped, the judgment resolved the divergence between the approach taken by some national 
courts in Europe to applications for injunctions against the use of SEPs where licensing terms had not been 
agreed and the European Commission’s approach to this issue under its competition law jurisdiction.  At the 
same time, the judgment provides important guidance for SEP holders and implementers that will assist 
framing future licensing negotiations.176 

173 For more details, see “Competition policy brief”, Issue 8, June 2014 and 
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/cases/dec_docs/39985/39985_928_16.pdf 

174 For case details, please see 
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=159827&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=req
&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=107826 (last accessed January 9th 2016). 

175 IP Key website, 100--doccentre-patents-cc4-aw2-009-grabinski-compulsory-licence-defense-en 
176 For more details, see http://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/knowledge/publications/131306/the-eu-court-of-

justice-judgment-in-huawei-v-zte-important-confirmation-of-practical-steps-to-be-taken-by-st. 
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The CJEU’s judgment adopts the approach described by Advocate General (AG) Wathelet as a “middle path” 
between the interests of the SEP holder in protecting the value of their inventions and those of the 
implementers (i.e. companies that use the SEPs) in developing and marketing products utilizing the standard. 
The CJEU has imposed restrictions that SEP holders must follow to enforce their SEPs in certain circumstances, 
but in reality many of these will often be taken anyway in the ordinary course of business by SEP holders and 
licensees.  Perhaps more importantly, the CJEU has set out some limitations to the scope for the European 
Commission to open investigations under EU competition law rules when patent holders have sought 
injunctions in the context of patent disputes.177 
 
 

China  
 
Before 2008, Chinese courts were occasionally called upon to resolve disputes involving patents in standards. 
Cases were characterised by a lack of patent disclosure in formulating standards or by uncertainty whether 
the patent implementer would infringe the patent. 178  
In July 2008, the Supreme People’s Court (“SPC”) issued a judicial reply in response to inquiries from Liaoning 
High People’s Court about how to deal with a patent infringement case involving a sector standard issued by 
the Ministry of Construction.179  
 
The SPC stated that it was addressing such cases because the government authorities responsible for 
standard-setting in China had not established rules on the public disclosure and use of patented technologies 
in standards. It set out the general principles to be followed by Chinese courts in handling such cases. In the 
“Letter No. 4”180 the SPC indicated its position. If a patent holder has participated in the making of a national, 
sector or local standard or has consented to including its patents in a national, sector or local standard, the 
patent holder will be deemed to have consented to allow others to use the patents for purposes of 
implementing the standard; those uses will not constitute patent infringement. The patent holder may ask 
the users to pay a royalty fee, but the amount of the fee should be significantly lower than the normal 
amount.181 
 
The SPC’s 2008 judicial reply has been followed by Chinese courts. In March 2011, for example, the Hebei High 
People’s Court decided on a patent infringement case involving a local standard.182 The plaintiff in the case 
owned a patent in a construction method that was included in a construction standard adopted by the Bureau 
of Construction of Hebei Province. The defendant used the plaintiff’s patent without obtaining the plaintiff’s 
consent and without paying the plaintiff a royalty fee. The lower court hearing the dispute held that the 

177 See seminar presentation K. Grabinski - Key court decisions in the EU involving IPR in standards, IP Key Website 
178 Presentation at EU-China seminar on IPR in Standardisation, Dec. 10th 2016 by Zhu Li, Judge, Supreme People’s 

Court of China 
179 Ibid. 
180 最高人民法院华华个案中法律华华的答复〔（2008）民三他字第 4 号，以下华称 4 号函〕，首次在个案中表

明华度, ([2008] MinSanTaZiNo.4,the“LetterNo.4”). 
181 D.D Sokol, W. Zheng, FRAND in China, Feb. 3rd 2014 draft. 
182 See Z. Li on standard-related IPR, see IP Key Website. 
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defendant infringed on the plaintiff’s patent and ordered the defendant to compensate the plaintiff. On 
appeal, the Hebei High People’s Court reversed the lower court on the issue of patent infringement. Citing 
the SPC’s 2008 judicial reply, the Hebei High People’s Court held that since the plaintiff participated in the 
making of the construction standard in question, he should be deemed to have consented to the use of his 
patent by others in return for a royalty fee significantly lower than the normal amount and reduced the 
amount of compensation.183 
 
In August 2008, China’s Anti-Monopoly Law (AML) came into effect. As discussed before, Article 55 of the 
AML, a provision in the “Supplemental Provisions” section of the law, addresses intellectual property. 
Together with its implementing regulations, particularly the Draft IP Enforcement Regulation released by SAIC 
in 2013, followed by the ones promulgated in 2015, the published Provisions on Prohibiting Abuse of IP Rights 
to Eliminate or Restrict Competition (Provisions)184, the treatment of SEPs and FRAND-related issues are trying 
to set the boundaries between legitimately exercising patent rights and avoid the abuse of market dominance.  
 
The Huawei v InterDigital (IDC) case185 
In February 2013, the Shenzhen Intermediate People’s Court decided two companion cases in a dispute 
between Huawei and IDC involving FRAND-related issues. In the two proceedings, Huawei sued IDC for 
violating its FRAND obligations and for violating China’s AML, respectively. 186 In July 2011, IDC filed patent 
infringement cases against Huawei at the US International Trade Commission and US District Court. In 
December 2011, Huawei filed two civil complaints against IDC in the Shenzhen IPC claiming (i) contravention 
of China’s anti-monopoly law; and (ii) violation of FRAND. Huawei claimed IDC abused its dominant position 
in licensing SEPs and sought compensation of RMB 20 Million for economic loss and asked the Shenzhen Court 
as well to set an appropriate FRAND rate.187 
 
On 4 February 2013, the Shenzhen Intermediate People's Court issued rulings in the two proceedings. With 
respect to the first complaint, the court decided that IDC had violated the Chinese Anti-Monopoly Law by (i) 
making proposals for royalties from Huawei that the court believed were excessive, (ii) tying the licensing of 
SEPs to the licensing of Non-SEPs, (iii) requesting as part of its licensing proposals that Huawei provide a grant-
back of certain patent rights to IDC and (iv) commencing a US ITC 337 action against Huawei while still in 
discussions with Huawei for a license. Based on these findings, the court ordered IDC to cease the alleged 
excessive pricing and alleged improper bundling of IDC's Chinese essential and non-essential patents, and to 
pay Huawei approximately 3.2 million USD in damages related to attorney’s fees and other charges, without 
disclosing a factual basis for its determination of damages.  
 

183 See n 160. 
184 See http://chinaipr.com/2016/02/07/saic-announces-its-latest-draft-of-ip-abuse-guidelines/ for more details on 

Feb. 4th 2016, SAIC publishing for public comment the draft Guidelines On Anti-Trust Enforcement Against IP Abuse, 
dated February 2, 2016,  <关于滥用知识产权的反垄断执法指南国家工商总局第七稿>公开征求意见的公告> .  
SAIC advises that this is their seventh draft. The deadline for SAIC’s receiving comments is February 23, 2016 (last 
accessed Feb. 17th 2016). 

185 See presentation E. Papageorgiou on patent trolls, IP Key Website. 
186 See presentation Z. Li on standard-related IPR, see IP Key Website. 
187 Case facts see presentation E. Papageorgiou on patent trolls, IP Key Website. 
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The court dismissed Huawei's remaining allegations, including Huawei's claim that IDC improperly sought a 
worldwide license and improperly sought to bundle the licensing of essential patents on multiple generations 
of technologies. With respect to the second complaint, the court determined that, despite the fact that the 
FRAND requirement originates from ETSI's IPR policy, which refers to French law, IDCs license offers to Huawei 
should be evaluated under Chinese law. Under Chinese law, the court concluded that the offers did not comply 
with FRAND. The court further ruled that the royalties to be paid by Huawei for IDCs 2G, 3G and 4G essential 
Chinese patents under Chinese law should not exceed 0.019% of the actual sales price of each Huawei product, 
without explanation as to how it arrived at this calculation. IDC intended to appeal both decisions.188 
 
In China, in April 2014, the Guangdong People’s Court confirmed the two decisions in Huawei v IDC, affirming 
the lower court’s FRAND royalty determination of 0.019 percent of the sales price for each Huawei product 
for IDCs 2G, 3G, and 4G Chinese essential patents, and holding that IDC violated China’s AML by, among other 
things, seeking an exclusion order in the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC) against Huawei while 
negotiations were still in progress regarding IDC’s Chinese SEPs.189 
 
The judicial interpretation of IPR and standard related issues is focussing on a proper balance between the 
relevant parties. Courts seek to promote competition with economically efficient standards that guarantee 
the patentee returns of his/her innovation but also ensure that the implementer is able to license rights on 
fair terms. Patent hold-up situations shall be prevented. Key issues to be solved by the law are the FRAND 
criteria, the determination of a reasonable royalty, and the conditions for an injunction190. 
 

The NDRC v QUALCOMM case 

The antitrust enforcement in the People’s Republic of China (China) progresses faster than anybody would 
have expected. At its seventh anniversary the Antimonopoly Law (AML) has been applied by Chinese 
competition agencies and courts in more than 200 cases. Almost every type of antitrust problems has been 
adjudicated, including the most challenging one, i.e. abusing standard essential patents (SEPs).191 
 
The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) is the Chinese competition authority charged with 
investigating price-related conduct that is anticompetitive, such as cartels, “resale price maintenance” and 
abuses of dominance. The Qualcomm case is a significant milestone in the ramp-up of Chinese competition 
law enforcement: not only with the imposition of the highest fine to date in China – or for that matter in many 
other countries in the world – but also with the imposition of intrusive “behavioural” remedies.192 
 
After being investigated by NDRC for anti-competitive practices for more than a year, the Qualcomm case was 
decided at the beginning of 2015 by NDRC. With its decision, the NDRC ruled that a number of Qualcomm’s 
business models infringed the AML and thus imposed a record fine of about USD 975. The decision provided 

188 See n 160, 30. 
189 Koren W. Wong-Ervin, Federal Trade Commission, Standard Essential Patents: The International Landscape, in 

Intellectual Property Committee, Antitrust Law, Spring 2014. 
190 See Z. Li presentation, IP Key Website. 
191 Liyang Hou, The Qualcomm Decision: Protectionism? And For Whom?, NDRC Decision [2015] Nr. 1, February 9, 2015 
192 Antitrust in China: NDRC v. Qualcomm – One All http://www.allenovery.com/publications/en-gb/Pages/Antitrust-in-

China-NDRC-v--Qualcomm-%E2%80%93-One-All.aspx, Feb 12th 2015, (last accessed Feb. 10th 2016). 
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a comprehensive analysis on the definition of the relevant markets, Qualcomm’s dominant position and 
abusive conducts that are deemed violating the Chinese AML.193 
 
Furthermore, under the terms of the agreement, NDRC also issued regulatory requirements relating to 
Qualcomm’s smart-phone patent licensing activities. Qualcomm will offer licenses to its current 3G and 4G 
essential Chinese patents, widely used by Chinese device makers, separately from other patents. For 
companies opting for the new agreement, which applies to phones sold for use in China, Qualcomm will 
calculate royalties based on 65 percent of the phone's selling price, instead of on the whole price.194 
 
In the decision, the NDRC defined four relevant markets, i.e. (i) the license market of standard-essential 
patents (SEPs) for wireless communication technology, which is a collection of each independent license 
market constituted by each SEP held by Qualcomm195, (ii) the CDMA baseband chip market, (iii) the WCDMA 
baseband chip market, and (iv) the LTE baseband chip market. The NDRC found that Qualcomm had 
dominance in each of these markets. 
 
In determining Qualcomm’s dominant position in each of the relevant markets, the NDRC mainly focused on 
factors including market share, Qualcomm’s control over the relevant market, downstream customers’ 
reliance on Qualcomm’s technology/products and market entry barriers. With respect to the license market 
for SEPs, the NDRC found that Qualcomm had 100% market share in the market, as it is the only holder of the 
SEPs. This approach is the same as what is adopted in the Huawei v. IDC case which was decided by Guangdong 
High People’s Court in October 2013. Qualcomm was found to violate Article 17(1) and 17(5) of the AML by 
engaging in three types of conducts, i.e. charging unfairly high royalties, tying SEPs with non-SEPs and 
imposing unfair conditions on the sale of baseband chips. 
 
The NDRC determined that Qualcomm charged unfairly high royalties based on the following three 
considerations: (i) Qualcomm refused to disclose its patent list and included expired patents in its patent 
portfolio licensed to Chinese licensees; (ii) Qualcomm requested that Chinese licensees grant back their 
patents free of charge, and refused to deduct the value of such patents from royalty fees or to pay for such 
patents in other ways; and (iii) Qualcomm charged relatively high royalty fees and unreasonably used the net 
sale price of the whole mobile devices which incorporated its technology as the base for its royalty fees. 
 
The above decision of the NDRC on the one hand indicates the flexibility and discretion enjoyed by the 
authority in determining excessive pricing depending on different cases, and on the other hand reflects the 
difficulty in determining a reasonable price level for a specific product/service. To some extent this increases 
the uncertainties for firms to comply with Article 17(1) of the AML. Nevertheless, as far as SEP holders are 
concerned, the Qualcomm decision provides important guidance on how their pricing policies and practices 
should fit into the Chinese antitrust regime. 

193 For details, see full-text of the decision on NDRC official website, March 2nd 2015, (last accessed Feb. 10th 2016). 
194 Reuters, Qualcomm to pay $975 million to resolve China antitrust dispute, http://www.reuters.com/article/us-

china-qualcomm-idUSKBN0LD2EL20150210, Tuesday, Feb 10th 2015, (last accessed Feb. 10th 2016). 
195 NDRC’s Qualcomm Decision：A Warning to Patent-heavy Companies 

http://www.chinalawinsight.com/2015/03/articles/corporate/antitrust-competition/ndrcs-qualcomm-
decision%EF%BC%9Aa-warning-to-patent-heavy-companies/#_ftn2 March 7th 2015, (last accessed Feb. 17th 2016). 
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The NDRC expressly pointed out that the grant-back requirement is not per se illegal. Qualcomm’s grant-back 
requirement is problematic because it requires licensees to license their non-SEPs back, to grant back their 
patents and to waive their right to enforce patents free of charge. Qualcomm argued that the grant-back 
requirement was designed to protect its business and to protect its customers from patent infringement. 
However, the NDRC rejected such argument and stated that it should not be an excuse for Qualcomm to deny 
the value of patents held by the licensees. The NDRC concerned that such practice would impose restriction 
on competition through suppressing licensees’ innovation impetus and granting Qualcomm illegitimate 
competitive advantages. The NDRC further found Qualcomm’s practice of tying its SEPs with non-SEPs as 
illegal (as in the Huawei v IDC case). 
 
The NDRC found that Qualcomm availed itself of its dominant position in the baseband chip markets, 
threatening to refuse selling baseband chips to Chinese enterprises if they did not sign patent license 
agreements containing unreasonable terms and prohibiting the licensees from challenging such license 
agreements. The NDRC concerned that such practice would restrict the right of the licensees to initiate legal 
actions against the unreasonable licensing terms and that licensees who refused to accept Qualcomm’s unfair 
conditions would be excluded from downstream mobile device market, whereby competition in the said 
market would be eliminated or restricted. 
 
After China, mobile chip giant Qualcomm now faces European antitrust scrutiny.196 
 

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS 
 
The last chapter is picking up one of the recent developments in standard setting outlined by some 
speakers, namely, the influence of Non-practicing entities (MPE), the so-called patent trolls 
concerning the EU and China likewise. 
 
Non-practising entities (NPE) and patent trolls 
The term ‘non-practising entity’ (NPE) refers to any organization that holds a patent but does not 
practise it in any of its own products or services. The term therefore describes a wide range of patent 
owners, including research universities and public research laboratories. Many of these 
organizations are highly inventive. In addition, many private firms conduct advanced research but do 
not develop products or services, instead relying on revenue generated by granting others licences 
to patents resulting from their research. Here, the patent system allows for the creation of ‘markets 
for technology’. This contribution of public and private research organizations to technological 
advance is very welcome in that their specialization may lead to higher levels of innovation. 
 

196 http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2015/07/18/after-china-qualcomm-now-faces-european-antitrus-2.aspx, 
July 18th 2015 (last accessed Feb. 10th 2016). 
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A common definition of the non-practicing entity (NPE) is “a company that acquires patents or patent 
rights and that generates revenue by monetising those patents without manufacturing or using the 
patented invention(s)”. A patent owner who does not manufacture or use the patented invention, 
but rather than abandoning the right to exclude, may also become an NPE when it seeks to enforce 
its right through the negotiation of licenses and litigation. Although the term NPE has not been widely 
known until recently, the NPE has always been a significant player in the IP business market, 
especially for the acquisition and the licensing of patents or patent rights. The oldest NPEs are patent 
brokerages.197 
 
The primary business model of such an organization consists of threatening to enforce their patent 
rights against alleged infringers, in an attempt to extort licensing fees.198 In addition, although NPEs’ 
often acquire patents that are not necessarily intended to be integrated into standards, if it 
eventually turns out that patents in NPEs’ portfolios are essential, they have the incentive to extract 
the highest possible rents from prospective users of the patents.Patent trolls take advantage of the 
prohibitively high costs incurred by defendants in patent-infringement lawsuits, as well as the 
business risks associated with having to modify a product or withdraw from a market as a result of a 
successful patent-infringement lawsuit. In fact, legal procedures against alleged patent infringers are 
often instituted only after products have been brought to market, forcing companies found guilty of 
patent infringement to face the extensive switching costs mandated by court decisions that deny 
them the right to use the patented technology. Companies targeted in this manner might decide to 
settle out of court and pay licensing fees, even if the asserted patent is of a low-enough quality to 
risk being declared invalid in court.199 
 
Patent trolling offers the possibility of acquiring easy money as a result of two separate 
considerations.  First, there is the possibility of an award of substantial damages (with interest) for 
patent infringement and secondly, there is the frightening prospect of the enormous cost of patent 
litigation in achieving this. Whereas the former is largely a US phenomenon (where pro-patentee 
juries often award staggering sums by way of damages and where wilful infringement may carry 
damages), the latter is a serious issue for all IP lawyers everywhere.200  Potential measures to better 
regulate NPEs would be to raise the threshold of lodging patent litigation, standardise the process 
for licensing negotiations, or stipulate regulations in a way to better restrain patent hold-ups. 
 

197 Park, Sun, The rise of the NPE, in Managing IP, Dec. 2010. 
198 ITU report, Telecommunication Standardization Bureau, Understanding patents, competition and standardization in 

an interconnected world, 2014. 
199 See E. Papageorgiou presentation on Patent trolls and standards: implications for firms and policymakers, at EU-

China seminar Dec. 10th 2015, at IP Key website. 
200 For details, see IP Key website, document 94--doccentre-patents-cc4-aw2-009-fysh-patent-trolls-en 
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Since China is experiencing an explosive growth of patents and utility model filings and features a 
greater number of individual (non-company) IP owners than the US, there is a projected risk of 
abusive litigation as the presentation of Papageorgiou shows.201 
 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The seminar on IPR in standards was a good platform to share experiences and information regarding 
standard essential patents (SEP). In the different sessions, European and Chinese experts were 
focussing on IPR policies of SSOs, related government policies, competition law, and court decisions, 
all involving IPR in standards. Significant findings included that 1) European and Chinese participants 
are challenged to find a balance between IP protection and competition; 2) both European and 
Chinese standard-setting organisations (SSO) agreed on the FRAND principle but find it difficult to 
define parameters to calculate royalties. Whereas ETSI/EU Commission clearly stated to only offer 
guidelines to the parties involved, the Chinese government is aiming for more influence and clear 
rules; 3) Court decisions explained by European and Chinese judges both helped to clarify how to 
balance the rights of SEP owners and users, for example using injunctive reliefs. It seemed however, 
that each case has to be handled differently; 4) there are some ambiguities and points for further 
comments in recent Chinese regulations governing abuse of IPR with regard to the essential facilities 
doctrine, and the Anti-Monopoly Guidelines. 
 
Based on the discussions of the different SEP related topics at the seminar and on a literature review 
focussing on practical aspects of patents and standards in the telecommunication industry, future 
activities that could build on past events and the recent seminar are: 
 
• Exploit the existing cooperation and continue the dialogue and activities on a political and 

practical level. Since technical developments in the telecommunication industry pushed by e.g. 
the Internet of Things, the number of standard-essential patents (SEP) may continuously increase 
because they are extremely lucrative in terms of royalty income. Thus, the discussions about IPR 
policies, the rules for FRAND royalty rates and bases, the type of rules to balance the rights of IP 
holders and implementers or injunctive reliefs, etc. will be constantly on the agenda; not only in 
court but also within the different SSOs. 
Thus, common activities such as the EU-China seminar on IPR in standardisation in 2015 or study 
tours may help exchange up-to-date information and experiences in the fast changing area of 
standard essential patents. 
 

201 See E. Papageorgiou presentation, IP Key Website. 
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Thus, activities or events interesting for European stakeholders could be the following ones: 

 
− The EU Delegation could continue to organise a seminar on the same format than the 

previous one in Beijing on an annual basis, inviting not only European stakeholders. 
− Half-day/day workshop organised by DG Trade and the EUCCC to get feedback and 

comments of European stakeholders on currently discussed topics in the business 
community on compulsory licensing, the Anti-Monopoly Guidelines for the Enforcement of 
Abuse of IPR, and the restrictions to the essential facilities doctrine in the Provisions on the 
Prohibition of the Abuse of Intellectual Property Rights to Eliminate or Restrain 
Competition. 

− Following up on the results, meetings/roundtables with SAIC, SIPO, and/or MOFCOM could 
be organised respectively to discuss the above mentioned three topics and the concerns of 
European stakeholders  

−  
 
 
• The reform of the Chinese standardisation system offers a chance to support the SAC with 

European experience in voluntary standardisation. Common activities like seminars with 
representatives of different authorities, SSOs, industry representatives, experts, etc. may 
contribute to exchange up-to-date information and experiences.  

 
− To support the Chinese current standardisation reform, the EU Delegation together with 

SAC may arrange half-day workshops every 6 months with the support of the SESEC expert 
to ensure that interests of Chinese and European stakeholders are integrated into the 
implementation of China’s standards reforms. 

− In this context, a half-day workshop with SAC and European standardisation bodies, such as 
ETSI, etc. and other stakeholders could be organised by IP Key in Europe to share 
information and discuss best practices for FRAND procedures. 

−  
• In addition, a study could be commissioned to a team of Chinese, European, US, experts on SEPs 

and current developments/cases, etc. in general, and calculation and assessment of FRAND 
conditions for licensing. In addition, future research could focus on IP in standards issues in US, 
Japan, Europe, China, and Corea but is currently beyond the scope of this report. 
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Session 1: Opening Remarks 
 
09:00 - 09:15    Exploring solutions for IPR in  

standardisation: A cooperative global 
approach 
Chen Fuli, Deputy Director General of 
Treaty and Law Department, MOFCOM  
 

09:15 - 09:30     Improving IPR and Standardisation  
 protection for the Creation of An    
 Innovation-Oriented Country 

   Benoit Lory, Minister Counsellor, Trade      
 Section, EU Delegation to China  

 
Session 2: IPR policies of  Standard Setting Organisations 
(SSOs) 

 
09:30 - 09:45     IPR policy of the European 

Telecommunication Standard Institute 
(ETSI): Recent developments 
Margot Dor, Director of Partnerships & EU 
Affairs, ETSI 

 
09:45 - 10:00    The Standardization Administration of China 

(SAC)’s Regulation on Patents in National 
Standards 

                             Guo Jihuan, Division Director, SAC 
 
10:00 - 10:15    Perspectives from industry regarding patent 

policy of SSOs 
Zhang Peng, Director,  Beijing Wireless 
Patent Department, Huawei 

 
10:15 - 10:30    Perspectives from industry regarding patent  

policy of, and regulation of, SSOs 
Peter Zhang, Principal IP Counsel, Philips 
China  

 
10:30 - 10:50    Q&A panel (Session 2 speakers) 

Dan Prud’homme, EU-China IPR 
Cooperation - IP Key (moderator) 
 

10:50 - 11:05     Coffee break 
 
Session 3: Government policies for IPR in standardization 
 
11:05 - 11:25    European Commission’s approach to IPR in  

  Standards 
Michael König, Deputy Head of the    
Intellectual Property Unit, DG Grow 

15:50 - 16:05    IPRs in standards: implications for firms and  
policymakers 
Zhao Qishan, IPR Director,  Vice Director of 
Strategic Research Office of ZTE 

 
11:25 - 12:00    Chinese competition authority’s approach  

to regulating IPR in standards  
Liu Jian, Deputy Division Director,  PSAMB of 
NDRC;  
Yang Jie, Division Director, Anti-monopoly 
Bureau of SAIC;   
Yin Yanling, Division Director, Anti-monopoly 
Bureau of MOFCOM (Anti-monopoly 
Committee of the State Council) 

 
12:00 - 12:10     IPR in standardisation in China: what are the  

differences between anti-monopoly violations 
and cases of fair competition? 
Shi Jianzhong, Professor, China University of 
Political Science and Law  

 
12:10 - 12:30    Q&A panel  (Session 3 speakers) 

Yin Yanling, Division Director, Anti-monopoly 
Bureau of MOFCOM (Anti-monopoly 
Committee of the State Council) (moderator) 

 
12:30 - 13:45    Lunch  
    
Session 4: Court decisions involving IPR in standards 
 
13:45 - 14:20     Key court decisions in the EU involving IPR in  

standards 
Klaus Grabinski, Judge, Federal Court of 
Justice, Germany 
 

14:20 - 14:55     Key Chinese court decisions involving IPR in  
standards 
Zhu Li, Judge, Supreme People’s Court of 
China 
 

14:55 - 15:15     Q&A panel (Session 4 speakers) 
Zhang Hao, First Secretary, MOFCOM 
(moderator) 
 

15:15 - 15:30      Coffee break 
 
Session 5: The way forward 
 
15:30 - 15:50     IPR in standardisation within global value  

chains: a strategic management and 
policymaking perspective 
Zhang Ping, Professor, Peking University 
 

 
16:40 - 17:00     Session 6: Closing remarks 
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第 1 环节：开场致辞 
 
09:00 - 09:15     为标准化中的知识产权寻求解决方案： 

合作型全球举措 
商务部条法司副司长陈福利  

 
09:15 - 09:30     改善知识产权与标准化保护，建立创新 

 导向型国家 
欧盟驻华代表团贸易处公使衔参赞罗本

诺 
 

第 2 环节：标准制定机构的知识产权政策 
 
09:30 - 09:45     欧洲电信标准化协会的知识产权政策：

最新动态 
欧洲电信标准化协会合作关系与欧盟事

务主任 Margot Dor 
 
09:45 - 10:00    中国国家标准化管理委员会国家标准中

的专利规定 
                            标准委郭济环处长 
 
10:00 - 10:15    业界对标准制定机构专利政策的看法 

华为公司北京无线专利部部长张鹏 
 
10:15 - 10:30    业界对标准制定机构专利政策和规定的 

看法 
飞利浦中国区知识产权与标准首席知识

产权顾问张高祥 
 
 
 
第 4 环节：法院对于标准中知识产权案件的判决 
 
13:45 - 14:20     欧盟关于标准中知识产权的主要法院判决 

 
 
 
10:30 - 10:50    问答（第 2 环节 发言人） 

主持人：中欧知识产权合作项目濮东丹 
 
10:50 - 11:05     茶歇 
 
第 3 环节：标准化中的知识产权竞争政策 
 
11:05 - 11:25    欧盟竞争主管机关对标准中知识产权所 

采用的方式 
欧洲委员会内部市场、工业、创业与中小企

业总司知识产权处副主任 Michael König 
 
11:35 -12:10    中国竞争主管机关关于标准中知识产权 

的监管方式；中国知识产权领域反垄断规则

的新发展 
 发改委价监局刘健副处长；工商总局反垄 断
执法局杨洁处长；商务部反垄断局（国务院反

垄断委员会办公室）尹燕玲处长 
 
12:10 - 12:20    中国标准化中的知识产权：反垄断违规 

和公平竞争案件之间有什么不同？ 
中国政法大学时建中教授 

 
12:20 - 12:30     问答（第 3 环节发言人） 

主持人：商务部反垄断局（国务院反垄断委

员会办公室）尹燕玲处长 
 
12:30 - 13:45    午餐 
 
 
15:50 - 16:05    专利流氓与标准：对企业和政策制定者   

的影响 
  中兴通讯股份有限公司知识产权总监, 战    
略研究室副主任赵启杉 

 
16:05 - 16:20     Patent trolls and standards: implications  

 for firms and policymakers 
Elliot Papageorgiou, Co-Chair, IPR WG, EU 
Chamber  
 

Chen Fuli, Deputy Director General of Treaty 
and Law Department, MOFCOM  
 
Benoit Lory, Minister Counsellor, Trade 
Section, EU Delegation to China 

16:20 - 16:40    Regulatory and institutional approaches  
to standardisation involving IPR: a 
comparative perspective of the EU and 
China and implications for policymakers 
Martina Gerst, Standards & Conformity 
Assessment Advisor, EU SME Centre, 
and Tsinghua University 
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德国联邦最高法院法官，Klaus Grabinski
博士 

 
14:20 - 14:55    中国涉及标准中知识产权的主要法院判决 

高法院民三庭朱理法官 
 

14:55 - 15:15     问答（第 4 环节发言人） 
   主持人：商务部条法司张昊调研员 

 
15:15 - 15:30      茶歇 
 
第 5 环节：前进之路 
 
15:30 - 15:50     全球价值链范围内的标准化中的知识产 

权：战略管理与政策制定思路 
北京大学法学院张平教授 

 

 
16:05 - 16:20    专利流氓与标准：对企业和政策制定者 

 的影响 
中国欧盟商会知识产权工作组联席主席 Elliot 
Papageorgiou 

 
16:20 - 16:40      对标准化中的知识产权的监管和制度方 

法：中欧比较分析及对政策制定者的影响 
清华大学、欧盟中小企业中心标准化与合规

评估顾问 Martina Gerst 博士 
 

16:40 - 17:00     第 6 环节：闭幕致辞 
 

商务部条法司副司长陈福利  
 
欧盟驻华代表团贸易处公使衔参赞罗本诺 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SPEAKERS 发言人 
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陈福利 
商务部条法司副司长 
 
Chen Fuli 

Deputy Director General of 
Treaty and Law Department, 
MOFCOM  

 
    陈福利，中国政法大学国际经济法学

士，阿姆斯特丹大学法学院国际贸易法硕

士，北京大学国际经济法博士；历任商务部

条法司国际贸易法律处、知识产权处处长；

2009 年 8 月-2014 年 10 月任中国驻美使馆知

识产权专员；2014 年 11 月起任商务部条法司

副司长。 
 

 

Chen Fuli holds a Bachelor’s Degree in 
International Economic Law from China 
University of Political Science and Law, a Master’s 
Degree in International Trade Law from the 
Faculty of Law of the University of Amsterdam, 
and a Doctor’s Degree in International Economic 
Law from Peking University. He was Chief of the 
International Trade Law Section and then Chief of 
the Intellectual Property Section of the 
Department of Treaty and Law, Ministry of 
Commerce of the People’s Republic of China. 
From August 2009 to October 2014, he served as 
an IP Specialist at the Chinese Embassy in the 
United States. And since November 2014, Chen 
has been serving as Deputy Director of the 
Department of Treaty and Law, Ministry of 
Commerce. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

尹燕玲 

商务部反垄断局（国务院反垄断委
员会办公室）处长 
Yin Yanling 
Division Director, Anti-monopoly 
Bureau of MOFCOM (Anti-monopoly 
Committee of the State Council) 
 

     

    尹燕玲先后在中国政法大学法律系学习，本科

毕业获得学士学位、北京大学法学院学习，研究生

毕业获得硕士学位；2011-2012 年间在香港大学访

问学者。长期在外经贸部条法司，商务部条法司、

反垄断局从事立法和执法工作。 

 

Yin Yanling graduated from the law faculty of China 
University of Political Science and Law with a 
Bachelor’s Degree, and the Law School of Peking 
University with a Master’s Degree. She stayed at the 
University of Hong Kong as a visiting scholar between 
2011 and 2012. She has been working on legislation 
and law enforcement at the Department of Treaty and 
Law and the Anti-monopoly Bureau of the Ministry of 
Commerce of the PRC (formerly, the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation of the PRC). 
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朱理 

最高人民法院知识产权审
判庭法官 
 
ZHU Li 
Judge, Supreme People’s 
Court (SPC), IP Division 

 
    朱理，最高人民法院知识产权审判庭法官，西

南政法大学法学学士；北京大学法学硕士、法学博

士。曾先后在美国佛罗里达大学列文法学院和美国

华盛顿大学知识产权高级研修中心开展访问研究工

作。2006 年至 2007 年为北京化工大学文法学院教

师。现就职于最高人民法院，从事专利、反不正当

竞争和反垄案件的审理，参与反垄断民事诉讼等司

法解释和有关司法政策的起草工作，同时也是北京

大学国际知识产权中心客座研究员。他的主要研究

成果有：《著作权的边界：信息社会著作权的限制

与例外研究》、《知识产权的合理性、危机与未来

模式》（与他人合著）、《数据库的法律保护》

（译著）；同时在国内外期刊上发表中英文论文 30

余篇。 
 
Dr. Zhu Li, an experienced judge at the Intellectual 
Property Tribunal of the Supreme People’s Court，
received his education from Southwest University of 
Politics and Law (from 1993-1997 in Law Science) and 
Peking University (from 2000-2006 in IP law). He was a 
lecturer at Beijing University of Chemical Technology 
(2006-2009), visiting scholar at Levin College of Law at 
the University of Florida (2011) and Law School of 
University of Washington (2012). At present he works at 
the Intellectual Property Tribunal of the Supreme 
People’s Court, dealing with a range of IP civil cases and 
partially administrative cases, particularly patent, unfair 
competition and antitrust cases. He has also drafted the 
Supreme People’s Court’s Judicial Interpretation of 
Application of Law relating to the Antitrust Civil Cases 
and served as a researcher at the Institute for 
International Intellectual Property of Peking University. 
He has published two academic works, The Validity of 
Intellectual Property Law (2003, as co-author) and The 
Boundaries of Copyright (2010, as translator), and more 
than 30 articles on intellectual property and antitrust 
law. 
 

刘健 

发改委价监局反垄断二处副处长 
 
Liu Jian  
Deputy Director, Division Two, PSAMB 
of NDRC  
 

 
刘健，现任国家发展改革委价格监督检查与反垄断

局反垄断二处副处长。2005 年开始，在国务院法制办

公室工作，主要从事经济商事领域的相关立法工作，先

后参与了包括《反垄断法》在内十几部法律、行政法规

的研究起草工作。2012 年，到国家发展改革委价格监

督检查与反垄断局工作，先后参与了婴幼儿乳粉、汽车

及零部件和高通等垄断案件的调查处理工作。 

 

Liu Jian is Deputy Director of Anti-Monopoly Section II, 
Bureau of Price Supervision and Anti-Monopoly under 
the National Development and Reform Commission of 
the People’s Republic of China (NDRC). Since 2005, he 
had worked with the Legislative Affairs Office of the 
State Council, mainly engaged in legislation related to 
economic and commercial sectors and partaken in the 
research and drafting of dozens of laws and 
administrative regulations, including the Anti-
Monopoly Law. In 2012, he was transferred to the 
Bureau of Price Supervision and Anti-Monopoly under 
the NDRC and participated in investigations into anti-
monopoly cases such as infant milk powder, 
automobiles and their parts and components, and 
Qualcomm. 
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杨洁 

工商总局反垄断执法局反垄
断法律指导处处长 
 
Yang Jie 
Division Director, Anti-
monopoly Bureau of SAIC   

 
     

    杨洁，现任国家工商行政管理总局反垄断与

反不正当竞争执法局反垄断法律指导处处长。 

毕业于北京大学法律系。1994年以来一直从

事竞争执法工作，参与了《反垄断法》制定和

《反不正当竞争法》修订以及反垄断与反不正当

竞争配套规章制定、垄断案件调查等工作。 

 

Yang Jie is Director of Anti-Monopoly Law 
Guidance Division, Anti-Monopoly and Anti-
Unfair Competition Bureau, State Administration 
for Industry and Commerce. 

 
She was graduated from the Law School of Peking 
University and has engaged in anti-unfair 
competition enforcement since 1994. She took 
part in formulation and revision of the Anti-
Monopoly Law and the Anti-Unfair Competition 
Law respectively, formulation of supporting rules 
and regulations related to anti-monopoly and 
anti-unfair competition, and investigation into 
anti-monopoly related cases. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

郭济环 

标准委处长 
 
Guo Jihuan, 
Division Director, SAC  
 

 

郭济环，女，1978 年生，法学博士。现任中国国

家标准化管理委员会办公室法规处处长，主要负责标准

化法制建设工作。从 2003 年起，一直参与《标准化

法》的修订，负责组织和推动标准化规章及规范性文件

的制定，承担标准中涉及专利、标准版权保护等有关政

策的研究和起草工作，参与《国家标准涉及专利的管理

规定（暂行）》的制定。 

 

 

Guo Jihuan, female, born in 1978, is currently Director 
of the Division of Regulations of the Standardization 
Administration of the People's Republic of China, 
mainly responsible for standardization and legalization 
construction. Since 2003, she has been engaged in 
amending the Standardization Law, organising and 
promoting the formulation of standardization rules 
and regulations as well as regulatory documents, and 
conducting research on and drafting policies 
concerning patents, standard copyright protection and 
other issues. She also worked on the enactment of the 
Interim Provisions on the Administration of National 
Standards Involving Patents. 
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时建中 

中国政法大学教授 
 
Shi Jianzhong 
Professor, China University of 
Political Science and Law  
     

     
    时建中，男，生于 1964 年 10 月，现任中国政

法大学副校长、法学教授，经济法专业博士生导

师。1994 年、1998 年在中国政法大学研究生院分别

获得经济法学专业硕士、博士学位。2006 年 6 月至

2008 年 7 月历任中国政法大学发展规划处副处长

（主持工作）、处长；2008年 7月 10日被教育部任

命为中国政法大学副校级干部；2008 年 9 月至 2011

年 7 月，作为中央和国家机关第六批援疆干部担任

伊犁师范学院党委常委、副院长；2012 年 5 月起兼

任中国政法大学图书馆馆长。在学术研究方面，曾

获司法部 “九五”期间优秀科研成果一等奖、司法

部“九五”期间优秀科研成果优秀论文奖（未分

级）、司法部法学教材与法学优秀科研成果一等奖

等奖励。 
 
Shi Jianzhong was born in October 1964. He is a 
professor and doctoral supervisor of economic law at 
China University of Political Science and Law (CUPL) and 
serves as the vice president of CUPL. He graduated from 
the Graduate School of CUPL with a master’s and a 
doctor’s degree in economic law in 1994 and 1998, 
respectively. He served as the deputy chief and later the 
chief of the Development Planning Division of CUPL from 
June 2006 to July 2008; he was appointed as a vice-
university level official of CUPL by the Ministry of 
Education on July 10, 2008; from September 2008 to July 
2011, he served as vice president and member of 
standing committee of CPC of Yili Normal University as 
an official from the 6th batch of central and national 
authorities to assist Xinjiang; he has been holding a 
concurrent post of the library chief of CUPL since May 
2012. His academic research results were awarded the 
first prize of Excellent Research Result for the 9th Five-
Year Period by the Ministry of Justice, the Prize of 
Excellent Paper of Research Result for the 9th Five-Year 
Period (no levels of prize) by the Ministry of Justice, and 
the first prize of Law Textbook and Excellent Research 
Result by the Ministry of Justice, among others. 

 

张平 

北京大学教授 
 
Zhang Ping 
Professor, Peking University 
 

     
北京大学法学院教授兼知识产权学院常务副院长、北

京大学互联网法律中心主任。重点研究领域：知识产权

法、互联网法。曾参加和主持国家中长期科技发展规划研

究、国家知识产权战略研究、信息社会知识产权保护与应

用研究、中国高校专利成果转化模式及政策研究、互联网

基础立法研究等多项国家重点研究项目。其他社会兼职

有：中国科技法学会副会长兼秘书长、中国知识产权研究

会副会长、中国知识产权法研究会副秘书长、最高人民法

院知识产权理论研究基地(北京大学）主任、国家数字版

权研究基地主任。近两年重点关注互联网开放创新中的知

识产权问题以及大数据应用中个人信息的法律保护问题。 

 
Zhang Ping, professor at the Law School of Peking University 
(PKU), executive director of Intellectual Property School of 
PKU, and director of Internet Law Center of PKU, mainly 
focuses her research on intellectual property law and Internet 
law. She participated and chaired several national key research 
projects, including the research on national medium-and long-
term science & technology development planning, the 
research on national intellectual property strategy, the 
research on the protection & application of intellectual 
properties in information society, the research on modes & 
policies for conversion of patent results in Chinese universities 
and colleges into practice, and the research on fundamental 
legislation for the Internet. She also serves as vice-chairman 
and secretary general of China Law Association on Science and 
Technology, vice-chairman of China Intellectual Property 
Society, deputy secretary-general of China Intellectual 
Property Law Association, director of the Supreme People’s 
Court’s Research Base for Intellectual Property Theory (Peking 
University), and director of National Institute for Digital 
Copyright Research. In recent years, her research focuses on 
the intellectual property issues in the openness and innovation 
of the Internet and the legal protection for personal 
information in the application of big data.  
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张鹏 

华为公司北京无线专利部部
长 
 
Zhang Peng 
Director,  Beijing Wireless 
Patent Department, Huawei 

    
张鹏，2006 年毕业于华中科技大学，之后一直

从事知识产权工作，并于 2010年加入华为公司。目

前作为北京无线专利部部长，负责无线标准研究产

出的标准专利的申请和获取、授权后专利包管理、

标准专利声明管控、参与公司多项无线 SEP 相关的

重大谈判许可/诉讼项目。同时，作为公司标准和反

垄断专业委员会副组长，负责反垄断相关法律法

规、国内外标准组织知识产权政策、FRAND 政策的

跟踪和研究工作。此外，还担任公司与国标委、

CCSA、各无线通信相关行业标准组织的常务接口

人，以及代表华为公司担任 IMT-2020(5G)推进组工

作组副组长。 

 
After graduation from Huazhong University of Science 
and Technology in 2006, Zhang Peng has engaged in 
intellectual property-related activities and joined 
Huawei in 2010. As director of Beijing Wireless Patent 
Department, Huawei, he is in charge of application for 
standard patents resulted from research on wireless 
standards, obtaining of such patent rights, patent 
package management after being granted of license, 
and control and management of standard patent 
claims. He participated in several significant license 
negotiations and/or litigations related to wireless SEP. 
As deputy lead of the Standard and Anti-Monopoly 
Committee of Huawei, he is also responsible for the 
follow-up and research on anti-monopoly related 
laws and regulations, intellectual property related 
policies of both domestic and international standard 
organizations, and FRAND policies. In addition, he also 
acts as a standing contact of Huawei with 
Standardization Administration of the People’s 
Republic of China, CCSA, and standard organizations 
of wireless telecommunication related industries, and 
deputy director of the Working Group under the 
Promotion Group IMT-2020 (5G) on behalf of Huawei. 

赵启杉 

中兴通讯股份有限公司知识产权总
监 
 
 Zhao Qishan  
IPR Director, ZTE 
    

 

赵启杉,中兴通讯股份有限公司知识产权总监，负

责公司知识产权领域的法务与对外关系。赵启杉曾在中

国社会科学院法学研究所从事博士后研究，之前在北京

大学法学院获得法学硕士和法学博士学位，多年来致力

于研究领域是专利法和竞争法，特别是对技术标准中的

知识产权问题有深入的研究，并在国内主要学术期刊上

发表多篇学术论文，包括《论技术标准中滥用知识产权

行为的类型及对其的法律规制》、《标准化组织专利政

策反垄断审查要点剖析》、《技术标准中的专利信息披

露与 Ex Ante原则》、《论对我国<反垄断法>知识产权

除外条款的质疑》和《论对标准化中专利权行使行为的

反垄断法调整》等。 

 

Dr. Zhao Qishan is the IPR major-domo of ZTE and is in 
charge of the public relationship of the IPR issues. She 
is also the postdoctoral fellow of the Institute of Law, 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. Her main study 
area is Patent Law and Competition Law, and she has 
made thorough research about the IPR issues in 
standardization. She has published several papers 
including Antitrust Regulation of Patent Exercising 
Behaviours in Standardization ， Dispute the 
Application Exception Clause Related to Intellectual 
Property in China Anti-Monopolization Law, Study 
about the Force of Patent License Assurance in 
Standardization to the Transferee, The Emendation of 
Non-obvious Standard in USPTO, The Policy of Patent 
Information Disclosure in Standardization, The Main 
Points in the Antitrust Review Related to SSO’s Patent 
Policy and Ex-Ante Disclosure in Standardization. 
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Benoît Lory  
Minister Counsellor Trade 
Section, EU Delegation to 
China  
 

罗本诺 

欧盟驻华代表团贸易处公使衔参
赞 

 

Benoît Lory is currently Minister Counsellor – IP 
Attaché  at the European Union Delegation to 
China. Previously he was worked at the European 
Commission, in Directorate General for Trade, as 
the Policy Officer responsible for intellectual 
property issues with China, Hong Kong, Macao, 
Taiwan and Mongolia. He was also responsible 
for IPR enforcement issues in third countries and 
participated to the activities of the EU 
Observatory on infringement of intellectual 
property rights. 
He has also worked for 14 years for the French 
and the European Trademarks Offices. He is a 
lawyer graduated from the “College of Europe” in 
Belgium and from the University of Rennes in 
France. 
 

    罗本诺现任欧盟驻华代表团负责知识产权事

务公使衔参赞。在派驻中国之前，他就职于欧洲

委员会贸易总司，负责欧盟对中国、香港、澳

门、台湾及蒙古等地区和国家的知识产权政策。

他也负责欧盟第三方国家的知识产权保护执法相

关事务，是欧洲知识产权观察组织知识产权侵权

观察组的成员。2006年到 2010年他在欧洲委员会

内部市场总司负责欧盟知识产权执法的立法工

作，曾任欧洲知识产权观察组织知识产权侵权法

律工作组的第一任主席。加入欧盟委员会之前他

为法国商标局和欧盟商标局服务了 14 年。罗本诺

毕业于法国的雷恩大学和比利时的欧洲学院，具

有律师资格。 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Margot Dor 

Strategy development, ETSI 
 

欧洲电信标准化协会合作关系与欧
盟事务主任 

 
 
ETSI’s mission is to enable the emergence of global 
open standards for communication networks and 
services. Over 800 members from 65 countries 
(industry, governments, users) design the work 
programme and populate the technical committees. 
ETSI is located in Sophia Antipolis, France. 
 
Prior to joining ETSI, Margot has worked in the IT 
industry and the banking sector. She joined ETSI to 
launch a market intelligence unit in the marketing 
department, held various positions in the organization 
and is now in charge of Strategy Development.  
 
Margot was born and raised in Marseille, France. She 
graduated in political science and International Public 
Law (Aix-Marseille III) and holds a post-graduate 
degree in strategic marketing (HEC Paris). 
 

    欧洲电信标准协会的宗旨是促进制定通讯网络与服

务的全球开放标准。来自65个国家的800多名会员（行

业、政府、用户）共同制定了协会的工作计划并组建了

各技术委员会。欧洲电信标准协会位于法国索非亚安蒂

波利斯。 

    在加入欧洲电信标准协会之前，Margot 从事信息

技术行业和银行业。加入欧洲电信标准协会之后，在市

场营销部成立了市场情报处，并先后在协会内担任多个

职务，现负责协会战略发展方面的工作。 

    Margot 在法国马赛市出生长大，毕业于马赛第三

大学政治学与国际公共法专业，拥有巴黎高等商学院战

略营销硕士学位。 
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Peter Zhang  

Principal IP Counsel, 
Philips China  
张高祥 

飞利浦中国区知识产权与
标准首席知识产权顾问 

 
Zhang Gaoxiang (Peter) has been the Principal IP 
Counsel at Philips China since April 2012. He now 
mainly works on IP/technology licensing and 
standardization in China. In the past 15 years with 
Philips, Peter has been involved in many different 
types of IP work including patent portfolio 
management (creation, prosecution, re-evaluation, 
and etc.), counselling & transaction, licensing, M&A, 
litigation, standardization, IP acquisition, and 
trademark related work, during which, Peter has been 
relocated to the Netherlands in 2006 and 2007 as IP 
counsel. Peter was one of the drafters for the IP 
policies of AVS, China DRM and IGRS. Prior to Philips, 
Peter also worked as the trademark leader and brand 
protection supervisor at Nike China. Peter is a 
certified Chinese attorney and a certified Chinese 
patent attorney. Peter holds a Master of Laws (LLM) 
with honours from Northwestern University (USA), a 
Master of Laws from Renmin University, an MBA from 
Fudan University, and an engineering bachelor from 
Tongji University. 
 
    张高祥（Peter）自 2012 年 4 月起担任飞利浦

中国的首席知识产权顾问。目前主要从事中国知识

产权/技术许可和标准化的工作。在飞利浦工作的 15

年里，参与了多种知识产权工作，包括专利组合管

理（创建、实施、重新评估等）、咨询和交易、许

可、并购、诉讼、标准化、知识产权收购及商标相

关工作。其间，曾于 2006年和 2007年作为知识产权

顾问被派往荷兰工作。他是音视频编码标准

（AVS）、中国数字版权管理（DRM）和信息设备资

源共享协同服务（IGRS）知识产权政策的起草人之

一。加入飞利浦前，曾担任耐克中国的商标主管和

品牌保护总监。拥有中国律师和专利代理人资质。

以优异的成绩取得了美国西北大学法律硕士学位，

并拥有中国人民大学法学硕士学位、复旦大学工商

管理硕士学位和同济大学工程学学士学位。 

 

 
 Michael KÖNIG  
Deputy Head of the     
Intellectual Property Unit, DG 
Grow 
 
欧洲委员会内部市场、工业、创业与
中小企业总司知识产权处副主任 

 

Mr. Michael KÖNIG is Deputy Head of Unit in the 
European Commission's Directorate-General for 
Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs 
in the unit responsible for industrial property. 
 
Mr König joined the European Commission in 2001 in 
the Directorate-General for Competition overseeing 
merger control investigations in various industry 
sectors. His assignments included a position as advisor 
to the Deputy Director General for Mergers and a 
secondment to the OECD Competition Division, before 
he joined the (then) Internal Market Directorate-
General in 2008. 
 
Before joining the Commission, Mr. König worked for 
several years at the German competition authority, the 
Bundeskartellamt. 
 
Mr. König graduated in Law and Economics, and holds 
a PhD degree in Competition Law. 
 

    Michael KÖNIG 先生现任欧洲委员会内部市

场、工业、创业和中小企业总司知识产权处副主

任，负责工业产权事务。2001 年进入欧洲委员会

竞争总司工作，该机构负责监督各行业的并购管控

调查。曾担任并购副总司长的顾问，借调至经济合

作与发展组织竞争处，后于 2008 年加入（当时

的）内部市场总司。 

    在加入欧洲委员会前，KÖNIG 先生曾在德国竞

争主管机关联邦卡特尔局工作多年。 

    KÖNIG 先生毕业于法学和经济学专业，拥有竞

争法博士学位。 
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 Klaus Grabinski  
Judge，Federal Court of 
Justice, Germany 
 
德国联邦最高法院法官 
 

 
Dr Klaus Grabinski was appointed as judge in the Federal 
Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof) in 2009. At the Federal 
Court of Justice he is allocated to the 10th Civil Division (X. 
Zivilsenat), which has inter alia jurisdiction in patent 
dispute matters. Before, he was Presiding Judge at the 
District Court in Düsseldorf in one of the two Patent 
Litigation Divisions (2001-2009), Judge at the Court of 
Appeal in Düsseldorf (2000-2001), Legal Researcher at the 
Federal Court of Justice (1997- 2000) and Judge at the 
District Court in Düsseldorf (1992-1997). 
 
Dr Grabinski studied law at the Universities of Trier, Geneva 
and Cologne. He is co- author of a commentary on the 
European Patent Convention (Benkard, Europäisches 
Patentübereinkommen, 2nd edition) and a commentary on 
the German Patent Act (Benkard, Patentgesetz, 11th 
edition) and author of numerous articles concerning Patent 
Law, Civil Procedure and International Private Law. 
 
Dr Grabinski is member of the Expert Panel advising the 
UPC Preparatory Committee. He was member of the 
Drafting Committee on UPC Rules of Procedure. He is a 
frequent speaker on patent law at national and 
international conferences. 
 
    Klaus Grabinski 博士于 2009 年出任德国联邦最

高法院法官，在第十民事庭工作，该庭的管辖范围包

括专利争议。此前曾在杜塞尔多夫市地方法院两个专

利诉讼庭的其中之一担任庭长（2001-2009），在杜塞

尔多夫市上诉法院担任法官（2000-2001），在德国联

邦最高法院担任法律研究员（1997-2000），在杜塞尔

多夫市地方法院担任法官（1992-1997）。 

    曾在特里尔大学、日内瓦大学和科隆大学学习法

律。曾与人合著关于欧洲专利公约的评注（合著者

Benkard，《Europäisches Patentübereinkommen》，

第二版）和关于德国专利法的评注（合著者 Benkard，

《Patentgesetz》，第十一版），并发表过多篇关于

专利法、民事诉讼程序和国际私法的文章。现为统一

专利法院筹备委员会专家小组的成员，为筹备委员会

提供建议，同时也是《统一专利法院程序规则》起草

委员会的一员。经常在德国和国际会议上发表关于专

利法的演讲。 

 

Elliot Papageorgiou 

Co-Chair, IPR WG, EU 
Chamber 
潘安略 
中国欧盟商会知识产权工作组联
席主席 

 

Elliot is a European lawyer who advises international 
companies on contentious and non-contentious IP 
issues, with a special focus on litigation and 
enforcement in China. He has managed a range of 
trade mark and copyright, and especially patent 
litigation cases in China. During the past 5 years or so 
he has built up expertise in the specialist area of 
defending international companies in China against 
Non-Practising Enterprises (NPEs) or “Trolls”. He has 
also advised on international patent litigation arising 
from standardisation platforms and Standard Essential 
Patents. Elliot was awarded the ILO Client Choice 
Award in 2013 and 2015, and voted a “China IP – 
Leading Lawyer” in the Asialaw Survey in 2008-2013. 
Elliot is also “Recommended” for China IP in Legal 500, 
ranked in the World Trade Mark Review list of 1000 
leading Trade Mark Practitioners 2011-2015, as well as 
Intellectual Asset Management’s (IAM) list of ‘Patent 
Litigation Top 250 Practitioners 2011 & 2012 and ‘Top 
1000 Leading Patent litigators 2012-2015. 
 

   潘安略是一位欧洲律师，他为跨国公司提供专业的

争议和非争议性知识产权服务和建议，尤其侧重于中国

知识产权保护的策略、诉讼及执行。他曾负责众多中国

商标和著作权诉讼案，尤其擅长专利诉讼案件。在过去

5年左右的时间内，他致力于帮助在中国的跨国公司对

抗非专利实施实体与“专利流氓”，积累了丰富的经

验。此外，他也为标准化平台与标准必要专利引起的国

际专利诉讼提供咨询。他在 2013 年与 2015年获得了国

际法律事务所颁发的国际劳工组织-客户推荐奖，2008-

2013 年被《亚洲法律概览》评选为“中国知识产权–

杰出律师”。此外，潘安略也曾被提名在中国知识产权

法律 500强刊物上，评为 2011 年至 2015年世界商标纵

览 1000 商标律师，并被《知识产权管理》杂志评选为

“2011 和 2012专利诉讼 250 杰出律师奖”和“2012 至

2015 杰出专利律师 1000名录”。 
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Martina Gerst  

Standards & Conformity 
Assessment Advisor, EU 
SME Centre, and Tsinghua 
University 
清华大学、欧盟中小企业中心
标准化与合规评估顾问 

 

 

Dr Gerst currently is a Visiting Research Fellow at the 
Tsinghua University in the School of Economics and 
Management. She also supports the Market Access and 
Training team at the EU SME Centre in Beijing. She 
advises companies from 10 sectors in the EU on market 
access to China. 
Martina holds a PhD and a LLM in Innovation, 
Technology, and Law from the University of Edinburgh. 
She has authored papers and reports on ICT 
standardisation, innovative technologies, conformity 
and IPR. 
   
Dr Gerst has over 25 years professional industry, 
consulting, and research experience in China, Europe 
and US across different industry sectors including 
automotive, mechanical engineering, ICT, 
chemical/pharmaceutical and electric/electronics. She 
has worked in different positions and projects for 
leading international companies and European SMEs 
focussing on Supply Chain Management, ICT, 
Innovation, and IPR protection. 
 
    Gerst博士目前是清华大学经济管理学院的访问

研究学者，同时为在京的欧盟中小企业中心市场准

入与培训团队提供支持，并为 10 个行业的欧盟公司

进入中国市场提供咨询。 

Gerst博士在中国、欧洲和美国的汽车、机械工程、

信息通讯技术、化学/制药与电气/电子等行业拥有

25 年多的从业、咨询与研究经验。她曾在多个国际

领先公司及欧洲中小型企业担任不同职位，参与了

各类项目，重点负责供应链管理、信息通讯技术、

创新与知识产权保护方面的工作。 

    Martina持有爱丁堡大学创新、技术与法律专业

哲学博士学位及法学硕士学位，著有多篇信息通讯

技术标准化、创新技术、合规性及知识产权方面的

论文与报告。 
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IP Key is co-financed by the European Union and the Office for Harmonization in the 
Internal Market (OHIM) under the framework of the new EU-China Cooperation. 
It is implemented by the Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (OHIM) in 
cooperation with the European Patent Office (EPO). The contents of this publication 
are the sole responsibility of the project implementation team and can in no way be 
taken to reflect the views of the European Union.  
IP Key 项目由欧洲联盟与欧盟内部市场协调局（OHIM）在新的中欧合作框架下共同资助。该项目由

欧盟内部市场协调局与欧洲专利局（EPO）合作实施。本出版物的内容是项目实施小组的单独职

责，决不反映欧盟的观点。  
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IP Key Technical Expert Team 
Room 2480. Sunflower Tower 
37 Maizidian West Street, Chaoyang District 
Beijing, China 100125 
Telephone: +86 10 8527 5705  
 

IP Key Backstopping Team 
Office for Harmonization in the Internal 
Market (OHIM) 
International Cooperation and Legal Affairs 
Department (ICLAD) 
Avenida de Europa, 4 E-03008 
Alicante, Spain 
Telephone: +34 965 137 754 

 
 

IP Key 技术专家团队 
北京市朝阳区麦子店西街 37 号 
盛福大厦 2480 室 
邮编：100125 
电话：+86 10 8527 5705  
 
 
 
IP Key 行动支援小组 
欧盟内部市场协调局 (OHIM) 
国际合作及法律事务部门 (ICLAD) 
西班牙阿里坎特欧洲大道 4 号 
邮编：E-03008                                                                                     
电话：+34 965 137 754 
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